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ABSTRACT
A large, heavy duty industrial gas turbine is proposed as the prime
mover for the propulsion plant in a large displacement high-speed Naval
Auxiliary ship of the Fast Combat Support Ship Class (AOE-1 Class). The
analysis consists of showing the feasibility of such a plant when oper-
ating at full power, and includes size, weight and cost data along with
a suggested plant layout for this specific class of ship.
The cycle is of the combined gas turbine and steam type, and con-
sists of a General Electric frame size 5 industrial gas turbine. The
inlet to the compressor of the gas turbine is supercharged to 1.4 atmos-
pheres by a 2 stage axial compressor which is steam driven. An external
intercooler using seawater removes the heat of supercharger compression,
and thus the inlet temperature to the main compressor is the same as
ambient. The higher pressure at inlet, coupled with no increase in tem-
perature , allows the gas turbine to perform at significantly higher
power levels. The ship is driven by a controllable pitch propeller at
50,000 SHP.
Exhaust from the gas turbine is used to generate steam in an unfired
waste heat recovery steam generator. The steam pressure is at 450 psig,
750° F. and is used to drive the supercharger and for turbogenerator
sets, as well as for normal hotel loads. This gives an all-purpose fuel
rate at full power of 0.444 and a thermal efficiency of 0.316, base on
Navy Distillate fuel.
Among the conclusions reached concerning the feasibility of placing
a supercharged heavy duty gas turbine in a marine environment are the
following:
1) It would be feasible to place a heavy-duty supercharged gas
turbine and steam cycle aboard a large Naval Auxiliary ship.
2) The specific fuel rate at full power, 0.444, is significantly
better than that of the presently installed steam plant and
compares favorably with aircraft derivative marinized gas
turbines. The annual saving in fuel costs to the Navy would
be on the order of 30%.
3) While supercharging of the gas txorbine is an interesting
thermodynamic consideration, it is concluded that, in a marine
propulsion plant with a combined cycle, the steam generated is
best used by coupling a steam turbine directly to the main shaft.
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4) The use of intercooling a gas turbine cycle aboard ship is
particularly useful as it reduces sea salt concentrations.
5) The life cycle costs of a steam plant are less than that of
a supercharged gas turbine cycle.
Thesis Supervisor: A. Douglas Carmichael
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The recent developments in the use of gas turbines for propelling
ships has produced significant speculation as to the direction they are
actually going to take in the coming years. The idea is still too new,
the machinery not yet fully proven, to be able to draw any significant
conclusions about the future. The gas t\Jirbine does have the general ad-
vantages of ease in starting and automation, as well as low specific
weight and volume. Some of the aspects which have tended to hold it back
as a prime mover for ships are the fact that it is uni -directional (ar-
rangements necessary to go astern), has poor performance except when at
or near full power, and has a thermal efficiency which generally is lower
than steam throughout the power ranges.
The U. S. Navy and other navies of the world, as well as a few mer-
chant ship owners, have purchased and tested second generation marinized
aircraft derivative gas turbines with a fair amount of success. (1, 2, 3,
4, 5) These engines have been developed from those used to power air-
craft, and are small, very efficient, and operate at high pressure ratios.
The other general family of gas turbine, the industrial, or heavy-duty
type, has seen many hours throughout the world, primarily in land based
requirements such as power generation, gas pipelines and chemical proces-
sing plants. They have received very little, if any, attention in con-
sideration as a propulsion plant for large ships. In the late 1950 's, the
Maritime Administration undertook a program to look at different propul-
sion plants for merchant ships. One of these involved the use of an
industrial gas turbine , and for four years the ship steamed successfully
with very little maintenance problems, amassing a total of 10,000 hoxjrs
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on the line with no major casualties. (6) The funds for this ship ran
out in 1959, and there was no follow-on program to pursue the use of the
heavy duty gas turbine in the shipboard environment.
The U. S. Navy in the 1960 's continued to rely on steam plants for
all classes and 5.izes of sh^ps. The United States has enjoyed a very
favorable position in steam technology since World War II— in design,
manufactxire , as well as operating experience. The late 1950 's, however,
showed some serious drawbacks to steam plants in the specific aspect of
reliability and availability, and the numerous failures for the Navy's
"ships of the line" began to wear severely the patience of its operational
commanders. The early part of the decade had seen wide acceptance of air-
craft derivative gas turbine for unconventional craft such as hydrofoils,
patrol craft (7), and surface effect ships—any other power plant could
not compete with its low pounds per horsepower ratio. Additionally,
numerous studies had been made using combined cycles of steam and gas
turbine (COSAG) (8), and many foreign navies had been using or building
gas turbine plants since the first part of the decade. (9, 10, 11, 12)
Thus the stage had been set for the gas turbine. With the status of the
supercharged or pressure fired boiler as a maintenance disaster,* the fate
of the steam plant was sealed. The success of the GTS Adm. William M.
Callaghan in the use of aircraft derivative gas turbines convinced the
U. S. Navy that there was indeed a future for this propulsion plant. The
aforementioned advantages, plus the ability of an engine change out within
*The author had the opportunity to serve as Engineer Officer on one of
these ships, the USS J. A. Furer, a guided missile escort destroyer.
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hours (as opposed to any maintenance aboard ship) gave the plant impetus
to cause the Navy to choose aircraft derivative gas turbines for the new
Spruance Class destroyer (DD 963) and the Patrol Frigate (PF) Class.
The U. S. Coast Guard, in its Hamilton Class Cutter (WHEC 378 Class)
uses Pratt and Whitney Fm-A aircraft derivative gas turbines coupled
with diesels for cruise power. While all ships have proven to be fairly
reliable, first indications are that the gas turbine plants may be extreme-
ly costly to maintain. Most of the ships have had at least one change out
of an engine, and some have had two, at an estimated cost of 150,000 dollars
per change. The average time on these engines has been between 2-3,000 can-
ning hours . While the engine change outs are relatively easy to accomplish
in a short amount of time, there still remains a tremendous cost factor, and
the "zip in, zip out" concept needs a second look from the dollars and cents
point of view. (13) The second major problem with these engines has been
failure of inlet guide vanes at about the 3, 000 -hour mark at an estimated
cost of replacement of 20,000 dollars. In short, one must ask the rhetori-
cal question of whether the aircraft derivative engine is truly suitable for
twenty years in a marine environment where it must digest large quantities
of salt air and where the machines are subjected to constant cyclic "G"
forces in six degrees of freedom? This is a far cry from an aircraft which
spends much of its time at a constant altitude, at the same power levels,
and with nearly the same inlet conditions.
While the aircraft derivative may eventually rule for ships with
smaller displacements (hydrofoils, destroyers, etc.) the industrial gas
turbine may be desirable for ships that are not volume limited. Larger
ships in the Navy have always used steam plants, and the higher operating
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costs at higher specific fuel rates have been accepted as the price to pay
for good reliability, availability and maintainability. The industrial
gas turbine in combinations with a waste heat boiler, or heat recovery
steam generator, has thermal efficiencies and fuel rates significantly
better than the steam plant.
The advantages of heavy duty gas turbines have been made well known
by the manufacturers, who claim:
1) First cost competitive with A/C derivative G.T., diesel and
steam;
2) High proven reliability in marine environment (SS John
Sergeant) and nearly 35 million hours (GE) on the line
—
some of which has been in salt air environment in off-
shore drilling rigs
;
3) More rugged construction than A/C derivatives with durability
approaching steam turbines;
4) Longer times between overhaul than A/C derivatives (20,000
vs 4,000 hours) and lower maintenance costs than A/C G.T.
;
5) Manning requirements (ease of automation) competitive with
diesel and A/C G.T., easier to automate than steam;
6) Wider range of fuels allowed- -although Navy distillate ex-
pected, unsettled world conditions may make it strategi-
cally important for support ships to be able to bum
residual with minor modifications
;
7) Lower lube oil costs;
8) Fuel rate competitive with diesel, steam and A/C derivatives;
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9) Very low specific weight and volume for greater cargo capac-
ity;
10) Shorter time to get on the line and flexible power range
with two-shaft G.T.
With these factors in mind, coupled with the idea that industrial gas
turbine will no doubt become more efficient as temperatures and pressure
ratios increase, (Fig.l.l)(14) it appears that Navy support ships (or other
ships with very large displacements) could make use of the industrial gas
turbine as they operate at high speeds a larger portion of their time. The
platform used in the analysis of this supercharged combined cycle is the
Fast Combat Support Ship (AOE-1 Class) whose mission is to riai with a
Fast Carrier Task Force and keep it supplied at sea with a minimum of time
away from operations.
A photograph of the ship Sacramento (AOE-1) is shown in Figure 1.2






Shaft horsepower: Twin screw @ 50,000 SHP each
Crew: 608 officers and men





































2. SELECTION OF A GAS TURBINE CYCLE
In Chapter 1, the feasibility of using an industrial gas turbine as
a prime mover for ships was discussed. As stated earlier, most of the
heavy-duty gas turbine applications would be expected to be used in a
larger ship, on the order 20,000 tons or greater. From a thermodynamic
standpoint, what would be the most effective cycle to use to drive the
Fast Combat Support Ship (AOE-1 Class)? For purposes of simplification,
the closed cycle gas turbine and reheat cycles have been ruled out. One
may then consider the following five cycles: (Fig. 2.1)
1. Simple Cycle
2. Regenerative Cycle
3. Intercooled (external or internal)
4. Intercooled and regenerative
5
.
Any of the above in combination with a vapor cycle
(e.g. steam) using the gas turbine exhaust
The simple cycle, while it is generally economically competitive with
other prime movers, with respect to acquisition costs, has a rather low
thermal efficiency and is dependent on low fuel costs unless the pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperatures are high. The regenerative cycle in-
creases the thermal efficiency significantly at low pressure ratio, but
the large acquisition costs coupled with size and weight considerations
has ruled out its use by itself in many power applications. Additionally,
the use of a regenerator alone reduces the output because of the additional
pressure drops. The regenerator tends to have the most pronounced effect
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Figure 2.1 Gas Turbine Cycle Combinations
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depending to some extent on firing temperature. With most modern industri-
al gas turbines operating at higher pressure ratios, the object then be-
comes to reduce compressor horsepower in any available way. This calls for
intercooling of the compressor between stages , either internally or exter-
nally. Here also, there is an associated pressxire loss, but the reduction
in air temperature with subsequent reduction in compressor work offsets
this pressure loss, assuming a well designed heat exchanger.
The intercooled and regenerative cycle allows for a very efficient
combination, since intercooling alone does not warrant the added cost.
With a lower discharge temperature from the compressor due to intercooling,
the energy in the exhaust may now be regained by using a regenerator, as-
suming the gas turbine exhaust temperature does not approach too closely
the compressor outlet temperature. It would appear then that this cycle,
from the standpoint of specific power and thermal efficiency, is the most
desirable one.
An alternative way to improve the efficiency of the gas turbine cycle
is to add a vapor cycle (generally steam) by using the waste gases from the
gas turbine in a Rankine cycle. This method has been used in many different
applications throughout the world where fuel costs are high. While a waste
heat boiler could be used in concert with a regenerator, most applications
would dictate one or the other insofar as insufficient heat would remain
after the regenerator to generate any appreciable amount of steam in the
heat recovery steam generator. Thus the consideration of a combined cycle
for purposes of analysis will be made with an intercooler and a waste heat
boiler. Comparative efficiencies of combined cycles are shown in Figure
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is an obvious one, as the steam technology (particularly shipboard) has
been developed to a level that allows for reliability and ease of mainte-
nance. Additionally, steam is desirable due to its properties which
enable one to transfer the waste heat to another fluid which is capable of
producing work down to a lower temperature level. Thus the combined cycle
allows significant increase in thermal efficiency and attendant reduction
in specific fuel consumption while not detracting too much from the basic
simplicity of the gas turbine.
The combined cycle may take many forms. However, two large distinc-
tions may be made in their use, particularly with respect to ships:
1. The heat recovery steam generator may be unfired or
fired. The latter can be done in a variety of
ways but generally a grid type fuel oil burner,
spray nozzles, or a hot gas generator at boiler
inlet are used;
2. The steam may be used to drive a steam turbine coupled
to the propeller shaft to provide primary power;
this is usually called COSAG with the gas turbine
providing the "boost" power; the steam turbine
may be used for secondary or "boost" power, with
the gas turbine providing main power--this is
usually referred to as COGAS or STAG. (18, 8)
Both of these systems have seen use in the propulsion of ships--COSAG
plants have been used in European navies and the General Electric Company
is about to install a steam and gas turbine (STAG) cycle on two roll-on,
roll-off containerships for Broken Hill Proprietary Company, Ltd., in
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Australia and in one ethylene/methane tanker for Hilmar Reksten in Norway.
(See Figure 2.3)(19.) The John Sergeant did have a waste heat boiler in
use for hotel loads, but the steam turbine was only coupled to the shaft
in the event of an emergency.
A common reaction to the combined cycle is that it is very complex--
the worst of both worlds, if you will. To some extent this is true—the
complexity has gone up, the ability to make full power out to the shaft is
dependent on more components—but these comments deserve a second look.
First of all is the consideration of fuel consumption. While the simple
cycle looks like a well packaged prime mover, it suffers from unacceptable
specific fuel consumption and as Figure 2.4 (20) shows, 73% of the input
heat energy is lost up the stack. (20) While the use of it as a prime
mover for a naval vessel may reduce this argument somewhat, perhaps the
Navy, in the corporate sense, should look more closely at life cycle costs
with respect to fuel. For one ship the added fuel costs may be only a
small portion of the operating costs, but for a class of 20 ships this can
add up to a sizable portion of the operational budget. In the combined
cycle, the waste heat boiler in the unfired configuration allows the steam
evaporation rate to float and no sophisticated control system is required.
Also the steam part of the combined plant is smaller than the equivalent
steam plant yet produces the same power out to the shaft, with correspond-
ingly smaller component and pipe sizes, etc.
An attractive variation of the combined gas and steam turbine uses
the steam cycle to drive a supercharger "pre-compressor" rather than to
couple a steam turbine directly to the shaft. The supercharged cycle
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Fig\are 2.4 Energy Flow Diagram (20)
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avallable on a ship. Shipboard gas turbine plants generally do not use
intercooling and it would appear that more consideration of this prospect
is warranted. In making a comparison with the steam plant, it should be
noted that the STAG plant is normally not intercooled for shipboard use.
This form of combined gas turbine and steam cycle is the subject of the
thesis.
The supercharging of industrial heavy-duty gas turbines has not been
practiced to any appreciable degree in the United States or anywhere in
the world as well as can be determined. The basic principle is simple--
the airflow through a gas turbine can be increased by the use of a super-
charger to raise pressure at compressor inlet. The Lake Nasworthy combined
cycle of West Texas Utilities was the first installation of a supercharged
gas turbine. It consists of a Westinghouse W-301 gas turbine rated at
25,000 KW and supercharged at 53 in. water pressure ( 1.9 psig) by using a
large motor driven fan. It used a Slough-Deflon evaporative intercooler
and the resultant power out was 31,500 KW, a 2^% increase in power. (21)
The largest supercharged plants now in existence are part of a Dow Chemical
Power Plant in Freeport , Texas . One of the three supercharged plants uses
a Westinghouse W-501 gas turbine rated at 37,000 KW and the supercharged
output is 1+3,000 KW, an increase of 16%. The supercharging fan for this
plant also operates at 53 in. of water. (See Figiore 2.5)(22,23.)
The thermodynamics of supercharging are developed from the basic anal-
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say doijbled, the mass flow will double. Thus, if the inlet temperature
stays the same the mass flow going through the machine doubles. The work
of the turbine will not double, however, and the turbine exhaust tempera-
ture has now fallen. Noteworthy in the analysis is that the inlet tempera-
ture to the gas turbine must not change , and thus the intercooler is used
to remove the heat of compression. In short, the gas txirbine sees inlet
air that remains at ambient temperature (ideally), but which is at a higher
pressure. While there will be power required to drive the fan, the in-
crease in power from the gas turbine will be two to three times that re-
quired for the supercharging compressor. (21)
One method of approach in calculating the effect of supercharging is
given in reference (21). There the power output is first calculated by
assuming the hypothetical case when the inlet pressure is the same as the
exhaust pressure. The power determined from this hypothetical case is
then adjusted for supercharging using a relationship between power in-
crease and supercharge as shown in figure 2.6 (21). A linear relationship
between percent increase in power resulting from supercharge will hold and
can be expressed as follows:
percent power increase = K x percent supercharge
where
.^ ,, .,
K = 1 + f
e ^ °R ^ Ib/^r' X g^,
*- 3.62 X 10 8 HP '
e = supercharger compressor efficiency, percent
g = generator x gear efficiency, percent
°R = exhaust temperature
Ib/hr = air flow f at NEMA standard conditions
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SUPERCHARGE PER CENT = INLET PRESSURE - EXHAUST PRESSURE ^ ,oO
ABSOLUTE EXHAUST PRESSURE
Figure 2.6 Gas Turbine Power Increase versus
Supercharging Pressure Ratio (21)
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With the decision made to examine the feasibility of a supercharged
combined cycle , the question which had to be answered was what would be a
desirable pressure ratio for the supercharger? In order to analyze a pro-
pulsion system that could actually be used with "off the shelf" components
(with little or no research and development costs) the pressure ratio was
dependent on three parameters :
1. The shaft output of the AOE-1 Class, 2 x 50,000 HP;
2. The power ranges of available industrial gas turbines;
3. The power requirements for the steam plant and specif-
ically the power required to drive the super-
charger, either electrically or with steam.
With the shaft output fixed at 50,000 shaft horsepower (one shaft), a re-
view of available heavy duty gas turbines indicated that the General
Electric Company of Schenectady, New York, provided a possible turbine. Ad-
ditionally, the company was involved in developing a STAG cycle for ship
propulsion and some machines had "salt air" experience. While a gas tur-
bine could have been chosen that had the supercharger directly coupled to
the main compressor shaft, and an intercooler added, this would have re-
quired development of a specific gas turbine and would have somewhat re-
duced the flexibility of the power ranges. Thus the decision was made to
go with a steam driven supercharger (to keep electric plant of the ship in
the same configuration) external to the gas turbine, a tube and shell,
platefin, or finned tube intercooler heat exchanger using seawater as a
cooling medium, and an industrial gas turbine which would fit the power
ranges. Two gas turbine of the Model Series 5000 were chosen, both two
shaft machines , with one shaft coupled directly to the compressor and a
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second or load shaft coupled directly to a controllable pitch propeller




Fuel BHP EFF, LHV RATIO AIR FLOW TEMP.
M5222 (B)*'^ Dist. oil 21,910 25.3 8.2 240.1 lb/sec 793°F.
M5322 (B) Dist. oil 31,700 27.0 8.2 256.3 lb/sec 932°F.
"^The Model Series 5000 notation uses the middle two digits as the basic
horsepower rating, while the last digit indicates the number of shafts
There are both A and B machines, they differ from the 'straight' MS
5000 primarily insofar as the pressure ratio is concerned. The base
machine has a pressure ratio of 7.6, while the A machine is lower at
6.9. The B machine has more compressor stages and the turbine noz-
zles and blades are at a slightly different angle from design A.
The analysis is shown in Table 2.1 and 2.2. To make a first cut for a
feasible cycle, the following assiomptions were made in these following
calculations:
1. Supercharger polytropic efficiency, 0.86
2. Pressure loss in intercooler, 0.5 psia
3. Initially assumed that an additional stage would be
added to the load turbine; polytropic efficiency,
0.86
4. Exhaust temperature set at 350° F.
5. Lower heating value of No. 2 distillate, 18,400
The results of these tables are plotted graphically in figures 2.7 and
2.8. Of prime importance now became the steam pressure and flow rate of
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TABLE 2.1 Supercharging Pressure Level Feasibility G.E. MS 5222 (B)
Basic HP = 21,910, m = 240.1 IL/sec, exhaust 793° F.
SUPERCHARGER PRESSURE RATIO
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.
Supercharger Compress y = 1.^+
Let n^^oiv = 0.86, n = ^ = — = .3322P°-^y l^pY
.86 X 1.4
AT "^"^99
(1) ;p = l-(PR)n= l-(PR)-"^"^^^ ' .0624 .1183 .1689 .'2156
(2) AT = 530° R X (1) 33.072 62.699 89.517 114.268
(3) Pressure into G.T. = PR -.041
(AP in intercooler S piping) 1.159 1.359 1.559 1.759
(4) HP of G.T... =^^ X (3) 25,393 29,776 34,158 38,539D clS Q.
(5) ih^g^ = m^ase "" ^^^ 278.28 326.30 374.32 422.34
Additional Stage




(6) ^= (PR)Ti = (PR)-2118 1.0317 1.0671 1.0986 1.1270
T2
(7) Ti = 793 + 460 = 1253
(8) T2 = Ti/(6)° R 1214.5 1174.2 1140.5 1111.8
(9) T2, ° F (exhaust temperature) 754.5 714.2 680.5 651.8
(10) AT, 793 - T2 ° F 38.5 78.8 112.5 141.2
(11) Addt'l. HP, mCpAT = .3678niAT 3,940 9,457 15,488 21,934
(12) Total HP to shaft 29,333 39,233 49,646 60,473
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TABLE 2.2 Supercharging Pressure Level Feasibility G.E. MS 5322 (B)
Basic HP = 31,700, m = 256.3 lb/sec, exhaust = 932° F.
Y = 1.4
rip = 0.86, n = .3322
(1)
AT n
= 1 - (PR)" = 1 - (PR) 3322
SUPERCHARGER PRESSURE RATIO:
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.
.0624 .1183 .16 89 .2156
(2) AT = 530° R X (1)
(3) Pressure into G.T. = PR -.041
(4) HP of GT^ase ^ ^3)
^^^ %ew = '^ase ^ ^^^
33.072 62.699 89.517 114.268
1.159 1.359 1.559 1.759
36,740 43,080 49,420 55,760
297.05 348.31 399.57 450.83
Additional Stage
Y = 1.36, c = 0.26, rip = 0.80
(6) I- = (PR)"" = (PR)-^^^^T2
(7) Tj^ = 932 + 460 = 1390° R
(8) T, =^0
(9) T2° F (exhaust temperature)
(10) AT, 932 - T2° F
(11) Addt'l. HP, mc AT
(12) Total HP to shaft
n = (y - Drip = .2118
1.0317 1.0671 1.0986 1.1270
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steam necessary to at least drive the supercharger and to maintain the
electrical load, while having a pressure ratio that would give the re-
quired shaft horsepower. As may be seen from Figure 2.7 the 5222B machine
indicated a pressure level of 1.6 for the supercharger to be the most de-
sirable one, while the pressure ratio for the 5322 machine produced the
required horsepower at just over a pressure ratio of 1.3. Looking at
Figure 2.8, one notes the basic supercharger operating line, this is the
power required to drive the supercharger at the various pressure ratios.
Additionally, however, there is a requirement to drive 4-1500KW turbo-
generators as well and this line is plotted. The available steam flow
for the heat recovery steam generator for each gas turbine with a stack
temperature of 350° F. is then plotted in order to see where the desirable
pressure ratio lies. At first glance, it appears that the 5222 machine
operating with a supercharged pressure ratio of 1.2 is the most desirable,
but referring to Figure 2.7, it can be seen that the power levels at this
pressure ratio produce only 30,000 SHP. The other machine intersected at
over a pressure ratio of 1.5—this gave much more power than was needed.
Therefore, the decision was made to use a pressure ratio of l.M- and the
5322 gas turbine—this gave sufficient power to drive the supercharger and
turbo-generator sets and provided sufficient power out to the shaft to
drive the ship at maximum speed. Admittedly, there is more power than
needed, but for a 'first cut' feasibility and without consideration of




3. THE SUPERCHARGED GAS TURBINE AND STEAM CYCLE
3.1 General Description
The "basic plant setup at full power for this cycle is shown in
Figure 3.1. Table 3.1 shows the critical parameters in the cycle at full
power, IT-knot endurance and 12-know replenishment powers. The off-
design points will be addressed in more detail in section 3.^, and there-
fore this section describes the plant in the full power condition, unless
otherwise noted.
Looking at Figure 3.1, air is taken at ambient conditions at TO F.
and lU.T psia into the supercharger compressor. The inlet section contains
a standard inlet and filter house, de-mister, and de-icer—all primarily
to keep foreign particles and sea salts out of the system. The air is
pressurized to 20.6 psia, then passed through an extended finned tube
^
o
intercooler, with sea water design inlet temperature at 67 F. and the
sea water running through the tubes, with the gases passing around them in
a conventional crossflow unmixed heat exchanger design. The purpose of
the intercooler is to reduce the heat of supercharging by use of the ocean,
a large heat sink readily available. From here the air passes to the in-
o
let of the heavy-duty gas turbine at a temperature of 70 F. and a pres-
sure of 20.0 psia. The pressure loss suffered at inlet to the main com-
pressor is due to the intercooler (.3^9 psia) and the ducting, separator,
sind compressor inlet section (.251 psia).
The General Electric MS 5322 gas turbine consists basically of a
compressor section, a combustion section and a two-stage expansion section.





































Air Inlet Temp. , ° F.
Air Inlet Pressure, psia
Supercharger Pressure Ratio
Supercharger Discharge Temp. , °F.
Supercharger Discharge
Pressure, psia
Sea Water Inlet Temperature,
Intercooler, ° F.
Sea Water Outlet Temperature
,
Intercooler, ° F.
Gas Turbine Inlet Temp., ° F
Gas Turbine Inlet Pressure, psia
G.T. Compressor Dishg. Temp., °
G.T. Compressor Dishg. Pres-
sure, psia
Combustor Heat Rate, Btu/hr
G.T. Firing Temperature, °F.
G.T. Turbine Inlet Pressure, ps
G.T. High Pressure Speed, RPM






G.T. Exhaust Temperature, ° F.
G.T. Exhaust Flow, Ib/hr
HRSG Stack Temperature, ° F.
HRSG Recirculation Rate, Ib/hr
HRSG Back Pressure, "HjO
Superheated Steam Flow, Ib/hr
Saturated Steam Flow, Ib/hr
Superheater Steam Temp., °F.
Superheated Steam Pressure, psi
HRSG Steam Drum Pressure, psi
Gas Temp. Leaving Superheater,
° F.
Gas Temp., Leaving Evaporator
Turbogenerator Load, KW
Turbogenerator Steam Flow Ib/hr
Diesel Generator Load, KW
Supercharger Steam Flow, Ib/hr
Steam Dumped , Ib'/hr
Feed Pump Steam Flow, Ib/hr
Feed Pump Dischg. Pressure, psig











































1,660 859 5 80
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56T F. at a pressure of l6U psia enroute to the comlDustor, which burns
Navy Distillate fuel. There is a 3^ pressure loss in the combustion
cans which deliver the gases to the high pressure turbine at a firing
o ,
temperature of 1700 F. Polytropic (stage) efficiency of the HP turbine
is 0.8T. The gases then pass to the second stage or low pressure tur-
bine (load turbine) via veiriable angle nozzles, which control residual
power basically by changing the velocity triangle of the load turbine.
The expansion in the LP turbine is accomplished in one stage (rip = .8U)
instead of an added stage as assumed in feasibility study in Chapter
Two. Leaving losses remain at an acceptable level. The load turbine is
coupled directly to the main reduction gear and via a 33.^ :1 reduction, to
the controllable and reversible propeller.
The exhaust gas temperature is 850 F. and the gas flow is 3^1.5
poiinds per second. These gases are ducted directly to an unfired
heat recovery steam generator which contains economizer, evaporator, and
superheater sections. The economizer is fitted with a recirculation p\imp
,
o
to bring the feedwater temperature up to 240 F. , and the heat recovery
steam generator is also fitted with a by-pass to the uptakes (stack) if
the steam cycle is not in use due to required maintenance underway. The
steam generator operates at a steam drum pressure of U75 psig and line
pressures and temperatures to operate machineiy as shown in Figure 3.1 •
are U50 psig, 750 F. Some of the steam generated is taken directly from
the steam driom (15,000 Ibs/hr) and passed through reducers for use in the
evaporators, for heating and galley steam, and for crew living. The su-
perheated steam is used to drive the steam driven supercharging compres-
sor, two 1500 KW turbogenerators, and the main feed pump. The
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turbogenerators and feed pump operate at a constant inlet pressure of
450 psig—line pressure is controlled "by a pressure control valve located
at the inlet to the supercharging steam turbine. This pressure control
valve dumps any excess steam to the main condenser and admits steam to
the supercharger turbine as the demand changes , as explained in section
3.^.1. All three major components exhaust to one large main deaerating
condenser operating at 1.0 psia (2" Hg) and saturated steam temperature
o
of 101 F. The condenser has the function of removing oxygen and dis-
solved gases from the feedwater, thus it is very similar to condensers
used on submarines, which have no deaerating feed tank. Additionally,
the condenser must be able to admit large quantities of "dumped" steam
via breakdown orifices and nozzles.
Positive suction is taken from the hotwell of the main condenser by
a condensate pump which discharges at approximately 60 psig to the suc-
tion side of the steam driven main feed pump. The feed pump discharges
feedwater to the steam dr-um of the heat recovery steam generator at a
o
pressure of TOO psig and temperature of 105 F. This low feed tempera-
,
o
ture coming from the feed pump is heated to 240 F. by an economizer re-
circulating pump in order to reduce corrosion in the economizer. Hydra-
zine or sodium sulfite will be added to the feedwater as oxygen scavengers
before the feedwater enters the steam generator. It is envisioned that a
continuous monitor for oxygen and chlorides would be installed on the dis-
charge side of the feed or condensate pump.
3.2 Gas Turbine Propulsion System
3.2.1 General Description of the Gas Turbine (2U)
A schematic diagram of the MS 5322 General Electric gas turbine is
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Shown in Figure 3.2. (2U) The compressor section is a l6-stage compres-
sor with a pressure ratio of 8.2:1. The compressor casing and blading
(bending stresses) at supercharged power levels require no modification
to present design. The gases flow to a combustion system composed of
twelve 10-inch diameter chambers located aroiind the outside of the com-
pressor casing and enclosed in a combustion wrapper or shell. Here
Navy distillate is burned at the rate of U05 million Btu/hr at full
o
power at a firing temperature of 1700 F. and these hot gases pass di-
rectly to the high pressure turbine. The high pressure, or compressor
turbine, rotates at 5100 RPM at full load. The first-stage nozzle has
twelve segments with three vanes which enable trailing edge cooling by
using compressor air. The gases then pass to the low pressure (load)
turbine through 32 precision cast nozzle vanes mounted on shafts that ex-
tend radially through the turbine casing. Each shaft carries a lever arm
that connects to the control ring which rotates around the casing to vary
the nozzle throat area. The nozzle control ring is actuated by a hydraulic
cylinder operated by the control system, which changes the angle setting
depending on the load.
A detailed description of the gas turbine with photographs of the
above components is contained in Appendix C.
3.2.2 Supercharger Compressor
As discussed in Chapter 2, the decision was made to operate the
supercharger at a pressure ratio of l.k to get the desired output. This
pressure ratio presented a problem in the design of the propulsion plant.
This pressure ratio might be said to be located in the twilight zone of









Figure 3.2 Schematic Diagram of the Two-Shaft Heavy Duty
Marine Gas Turbine (24)
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(50-60 in. of water) and yet too low for most of the many aircraft engine
compressors which do not go below pressure ratios of 2.0:1. Finding com-
pressor characteristics which would operate throughout the range of the
cycle was necessary to insure a feasible design and prevent surge or
choke at off-design points.
The compressor characteristics for the supercharger are shown in
Figure 3-3. They were developed by taking M.I.T. Gas Turbine Laboratory
curves (Figures 3-^ and 3.5) (25) (26) for a single-stage axial flow com-
pressor emd combining them into a two-stage axial compressor to obtain
the desired characteristics. The calculation procedure for obtaining the
characteristics, as well as sizing and speed determination may be found
in Appendix A, Thermodynamic Considerations of the Cycle. Basic design
features of the compressor may be found in Table 3.2.
TABLE 3.2 SUPERCHARGER COMPRESSOR CHARACTERISTICS
Type: Two-stage axial flow compressor
Prime Mover: 12-stage steam turbine, direct coupling
Pressure Ratio: l.U:l
Stage Efficiency: 0.901
Speed: i+950 RPM at full rating
Diameter: 3.89 feet
Length: 3.00 feet (estimated)
Blade Speed (max): 1000 ft/sec
Blade Length: 1.93 feet
Blade Hub/Tip Ratio: 0.55
Flow Rate (max): 3^^8.5 lbs/sec
Flow Area: 8.13 ft^
3.2.3 Intercooler
The intercooler is of the extended surface circular finned tube type
and has basic dimensions of 5 ft. by 5 ft. by 20 ft. The design for fea-
sibility used procedures in reference (27) and the results are shown in











































































































































































TABLE 3.3 INTERCQOLER CHARACTERISTICS (FULL POWER)
(See Appendix B.
)
Type: Continuous finned circular tube (Jameson Data)






Salt Water Flow Rate:
Salt Water Temperature, Entering:
Salt Water Temperature, Leaving:





Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:


































or other design was predicated on the fact that salt water flowing in
the tubes was used as a cooling medium. A plate-fin intercooler might
allow undesirable salts into the air passages in the event of leakage,
and this could cause complete failure of the hot gas section of the gas
turbine.
Intercooling was used to enable the gas turbine to use the same
inlet temperature as ambient but at a higher pressure level, thereby in-
creasing power. While intercooling is generally more widely used at
higher temperatures, its presence in the cycle does increase the overall
thermal efficiency and uses the ocean to reject heat. Most gas turbine
designs for marine propulsion do not use intercoolers , most probably due
to size and weight constraints. However, in a large ship with relatively
spacious engine rooms, an intercooler may be added quite readily. The
intercooler was placed into the cycle as a separate component (versus
integral with gas turbine compressor) to allow an existing gas turbine.
Sea water will be taken from the main scoop injection section of the main
condenser, with a salt water circulating pump (motor driven) to provide
flow through the intercooler at low speeds
.
One advantage of using an intercooler in a gas turbine cycle is the
tendency for the intercooler to remove sea salts which pass through the
inlet house and demister which are located upstream of the supercharger
compressor. As may be seen from Figure 3.1, a separator has been added
immediately after the intercooler. This is of the louvered inertial type,
similar to the Dyna-Vane air cleaner cell. (See Figure 3. 6) (28.) The
cooling of the air in the intercooler at the higher pressures would tend










Figtire 3.6 Louvered Inertlal Separator (28)
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additional separator adds to the cost of the plant and may "be somewhat
conservative, the results of compressor fouling can reduce the efficiency
and power out from the gas turbine. (29) Additionally, as stated be-
fore, sodium in large quantities on hot gas parts can result in cata-
strophic turbine failures. Average sea-salt aerosol concentrations are
shown in Figure 3-7 (30)




The decision to use a standard reduction gear was predicated on the
fact that the plant uses a controllable and reversible pitch propeller.
Gear technology is such that this component is perhaps the most reliable
element in the transmission system. The reduction gear chosen is a single-
input, single-output, double helical dual torque path type with a separate
segmented main thrust bearing as shown in Figure 3-8 (31). Figures 3.9
and 3.10 (32) show that this thrust bearing is made integral with the
reduction gear casing. The main thrust bearing is usually aft of the
gear coupling to the main shaft, but engine room size constraints dictated
an integral design.
Of primary concern in the design of this gear is that 50,000 shaft
horsepower from a single-input, single-output reduction gear is near
state-of-the-art design. Admittedly, the gear tooth loadings are high
as shown in Table 3.^, but the design remains feasible as indicated by
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Figure 3.10 Main Reduction Gear—Cross Section (32)
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Reduction Ratio: 33.4:1 (4670/lUO at full power)
Lube Oil Requirement: 320 GPM
Loading per inch of gear face
per inch of pitch diameter: High speed rotors 1785
Low speed rotors 2770
Tooth Root Stress (Dolan-
Broghamer) High speed rotors 20 ,900 psi
Low speed rotors 22,800 psi
K Factors
:
High speed rotors 150
Low speed rotors 125
3.2.U-b. Controllable and Reversible Pitch Propeller
A controllable and reversible pitch propeller was chosen to propel
the ship as it appeared to be the least complex and most reliable. Choice of
other possibilities included reversing gears and/or clutches, a hydraulic
transmission system, electric drive or even a reversing gas turbine.
Marine controllable pitch propellers , first developed in the mid 1930s
have been available for some 35 years. Only recently, however, has there
begun to be widespread use of them—both in the numbers in use and the
horsepower ratings
.
Again, the primary question which must be answered for proof of
feasibility is the very large power level at which the propeller will be
operating. Largest installations to date are near 30,000 shaft horse-
power, and while the U. S. Navy is about to test a Uo ,000 SHP propeller
for the DD-963 class of destroyers, 50,000 SHP does represent a large
jump in required power levels. (33) Correspondence with LIPS N.V.
(Propellers, Inc.), Sulzer Brothers and Bird-Johnson (KaMeWa) indicate
that a controllable pitch propeller at these power levels could be
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manufactured and operate successfully. A picture of the KaMeWa design is
shown in Figure 3.11 (3^). Bird-Johnson Company provided two possible
designs at this horsepower range, a four-bladed design and a five-bladed
design. (35) The four-hladed design was chosen as it had the smaller
diameter—this constraint is dictated by the draft of the ship when
lightly loaded. The results of the feasible propeller characteristics
appear in Table 3.5 (35).
Due to engine room length constraints , the hydiraulic assembly and
oil distribution box assembly are located along the shaft instead of
directly after the main thrust bearing, which would be most desirable
from a maintenance standpoint.
3.3 Steam Generator and Steam System
3.3.1 Waste Heat Recovery Steam Generator
A schematic of the waste heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) or
boiler is shown in Figure 3.12 (36). A brief description of this com-
ponent and its location in the cycle was shown in Section 3.1. Steam
generating capability is a function of the exhaust gas flow, the average
temperature entering the unit, the steeun conditions desired and the
thermal effectiveness. See Figure 3.13 (37). The thermal effectiveness
is defined as the ratio of total energy recovered to total energy avail-





(38) T, = Exhaust gas temperature
1 3 entering the HRSG
T2 = Exhaust gas temperature
leaving the evaporator
T3 = Saturation temperature
at steam drum pressure
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Figure 3.11 KgMeWg Controllable and Reversible Pitch Propeller (34)
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TABLE 3.5 (35) 50,000 SHP K^MeW^ FOUR-BLADED CONTROLLABLE
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Wt - Blade and Flange
Wt - Propeller
WR2 - Blade (lb-ft2)



































































































For "boiler conditions at full power shown in the supercharged cycle, the
effectiveness is 0.8T5.
The basic thermodynamic principle is best shown in Figure 3-1^ (39).
Gas turbine exhaust temperature and stack temperatures are plotted as a
straight line above the steam generation line, which is broken into three
segments—economizer, or preheating, evaporator and superheater. This
curve represents the normal 'heat added' portion of the Rankine cycle.
Temperature and pressure are raised in the economizer section until the
saturation temperature is reached, heat continues to be added (horizontal
line) as the saturated liquid becomes saturated vapor, and finally the
temperature and pressure rise rapidly into the superheated region. Note-
worthy in the diagram is the approach temperature at the beginning of the
evaporator section—the so-called "pinch point" which, in this cycle, was
30 F. Initial feasibility designs for this cycle selected a steam pres-
sure level of 600 psig; this was reduced to a drum operating pressure of
UT5 psig (^50 psig line pressure) in order to reduce maintenance costs and
lower stack temperature to make a more efficient cycle. The design of a
heat recovery steam generator becomes an iterative one in order to optimize
the cycle, and the General Electric Company provided output data as shown
in Table 3.6 , using their Performance Program for Heat Recovery Steam
Generators. (^O) The desire to lower stack temperature was not realized
as the output data shows—a lower steam pressure probably would have
brought the stack temperature down and made for a more efficient cycle.
The importance of stack temperature in waste heat boilers cannot be over-
emphasized, as "cold end corrosion" in the economizer section can cause
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Figure 3.14 Temperature Relationships in Heat Recovery Steam Generator (39)
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TABLE 3.6 (40) HEAT RECOVERY STEAM GENERATOR PERFORMANCE
Boiler Pressure (HRSG) 475 psig, 450 psig at throttle
FULL POWER 17 KNOTS 12 KNOTS
Gas Temperature (exhaust) ° F. 853 703.5 624.5
Gas Flow (exhaust) Ib/hr
(3% leakage loss in bypass)
Superheater Steam Flow, Ib/hr
Steam Temperature—Supht ° F.
HRSG Back Pressure, "HjO
Stack Temperature, ° F.
Recirculation Flow, Ib/hr
(through economizer)
Gas Temp. , Leaving Superheater ,°F.
Gas Temp. Leaving Evaporator, ° F.























condenses with water at the dewpoint temperature and forms sulphuric
acid, which attacks the tubes. A diagram of this relationship is shown
in Figure 3.15 (^l). Since Navy distillate has a maximum sulfur content
o
of 1.3%, the stack temperature could have been reduced to 270 F. In
any event, this was not done, and the stack temperature at full power re-
o
mains a conservative 355 F.
A formal description of the waste heat boiler would call it a verti-
cal gas flow forced circulation unit with three separate heat transfer
sections. (36) Heat is transferred by forced convection with the various
sections arranged in counterflow. The evaporator and economizer sections
are fitted with circulation pumps. Forced circulation in the evaporator
section (Figure 3.12) allows the vertical gas installation and makes a
more compact steam generator. It also maintains constant flow to the
evaporator over the full range of steam output, eliminating the possibility
of stagnation in the evaporator section. The economizer is fitted with a
recirculation piomp to raise the feed temperature and inlet from 105 F. to
2U0 F. This is done to prevent corrosion in the economizer and ensure
longer life.
The heat transfer surface is mounted inside a frame made of 3/^ inch
plate. All tube return bends and the various headers associated with each
heat transfer section are located in casing boxes outside the gas flow
container. The casing boxes are welded to the unit frame resulting in a
gas-tight container. The economizer and evaporator use extended finned
tubes. The fins are continuously wound and welded on the tube in a single
operation. Evaporator and economizer tubes are made of carbon steel, one
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The steam drum is of conventional design. Internal distributions
systems are provided for the feedvater, vater sampling and chemical feed.
Centrifugal separators are located in the drum to reduce the total solids.
The size of the waste heat boiler for this cycle has external dimen-
sions of 11 ft. by U2 ft. by 12 ft. in height. The gas passage is 9 ft.
by 35.5 ft., with duct sizes of 10 ft. by 12 ft. A by-pass duct to al-
low for underway maintenance is 10 ft. by 10 ft. The heat recovery steam
generator weighs 170,000 pounds dry and 210,000 pounds when filled with
water. (Uo)
3.3.2 Steam Driven Supercharger, Turbogenerators and Feed Pumps
The supercharger compressor is directly driven by a steam turbine
with throttle pressure of 1+50 psig. The turbine is a twelve-stage,
single-flow, impulse turbine with a higher reaction last stage. (U2) The
steam rate (lbs steam/BHP-hr) is 6.95 and the turbine expands directly
into the main condenser at 2" Hg absolute pressure. The turbine will be
able to operate at varying steam pressures as the steam cycle is a pressure
controlled cycle, that is, line pressure is held constant at U50 psig for
the turbogenerators and feed pumps. Steam supply and demand is controlled
by a pressure regulating valve, which may admit steam to the supercharger
turbine or diomp it to the main condenser via breakdown orifices and nozzles.
Each engine room will contain two ship's service turbogenerators rated
at 1500 KW, U50 volt, 3-phase, A-C static excited, static voltage controlled
similar to those presently installed in the AOE-1. The multistage turbine
will receive steam at full superheater outlet pressure and temperature and
exhaust to the main condenser. The turbine is provided with sequential
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valve gear and an integral speed governor. A single reduction gear
couples the turbine to the generator.
The main feed pumps (two) are horizontal two-stage centrifugal
direct connected and driven by superheated steam at U50 psig. Each of
the p\imps is designed to handle all of the feed water requirements of
the waste heat boiler at full power, delivering feed water to the econo-
mizer at 700 psig. The steam turbine is a single-stage unit designed to
supply steam for the maximum rating of the pump, and steam is exhausted
directly into the main condenser. The main feed pumps are provided with
a pneumatically operated constant pressure governor. An automatic re-
circulating valve will close when the pump capacity exceeds approximately
half the normal rating.
3.3.3 Vital Auxiliaries
3.3.3-a. Main Condenser and Condensate and Feed System
The main condenser characteristics and size may be found in Table
3.7. As summarized from Appendix A, the main condenser receives steam
from the supercharger turbine, the turbogenerator sets, and the main feed
pumps. It must also be capable of receiving 'dump' steam depending upon
the supply and demand of the plant. Low pressure drains are admitted di-
rectly to the hotwell, as shown in Figure 3.1. The condenser is single
pass, designed for scoop circulation with water velocity in the tubes of
9 ft. per second at normal power. Tube and tube sheet material is 90-10
copper-nickel. The shell is of fabricated steel, and tube inlet ends are
fitted with plastic inserts. The main condenser must be able to deaerate
the water completely by using deaerating trays and baffles under the tube
bundle, similar to the DeLaval design used aboard submarines. Additionally,
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the condenser must be capable of maintaining vacuum when large quantities
of steam are dumped. This is accomplished via multiple breakdown orifices
and nozzles within the shell. This practice is used widely in industry
without adversely affecting the steam cycle.
Vacuum is maintained with two mechanical and automatic vacuum pumps
instead of the usual steam air ejector system. They are complete with
motor, seal tank, air ejector and salt water-cooled heat exchanger. The
cycle uses two motor driven main condensate pumps which are mounted on
and supported by the main condenser. Each pump will have the capacity to
pump all condensate at maximum power with the other pump as a standby.
Discharge pressure to the suction side of the main feed pump is 60 psig.
Details of the specifications for the above components and other
auxiliaries associated with the feed and condensate system may be found
in Appendix D., List of Equipment and Specifications.
3.3.3-b. Auxiliary Boiler
The auxiliary boiler for use when not running the main steam cycle
is shown in Figure 3.l6 (i+3). It is of the two-drum welded waterwall type
with a furnace section, a welded screen tube bank, and a main bank. The
boiler is rated at 135 psig and 30,000 Ibs/hr. The boiler is a Combustion
Engineering V2M design, with characteristics as listed in Table 3.8 (U3).
TABLE 3.8 (U3) Auxiliary Boiler Characteristics
Steam Drum Pressure: 135 psig
Total Evaporation Rate
(Saturated) 30,000 Ibs/hr
Total Steam Temperature: 358° F.
Efficiency: 80^
Oil Firing Rate: 2075 Ibs/hr
Air Flow and Temperature 7,790 CFM @ 100° F.
Exhaust Gas Flow: 35,300 Ibs/hr
Total Draft Loss: 7.7 in. water
Excess Air: 15^













Figxire 3.16 Auxiliary Boiler Design (i^3)
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3.4 Power Plant Control and General Plant Operation
3.4.1 General Method of Control at Full Power, No Load and Full
Astern (44) (45)
The operation of the supercharged cycle using a heavy-duty gas
turbine may be looked at as the control of two separate but yet integrated
systems --the gas turbine section and the steam cycle. Figure 3.17 (46)
shows the schematic for control of the x^lant. The dotted line horizontal-
ly dividing the schematic indicates the approach of looking at each section
separately. The General Electric Company uses a Speedtronic control system
to operate its gas turbines—the control approach that follows describes
this method since their gas turbine was selected for the analysis. Con-
trols have been modified on the steam cycle to operate the supercharger
compressor, turbogenerators and main feed pumps.
Looking at Figure 3.17, it may be seen that the gas turbine is con-
trolled by manipulating two jiarameters : 1) fuel flow to the combustors,
and 2) the angle of setting of the variable angle nozzles. Fuel flow out-
put is proportional to the product of compressor speed and an electrical
voltage, termed VCE. The VCE voltage is produced by four parallel elec-
tronic control loops operating through a minimum gate valve. The first
loop is the exhaust temperature control loop which is able to limit the
VCE when the exhaust temperature reaches its maximum allowable value for
the existing conditions. The second loop is the load or low pressure
turbine speed loop which reacts similarly when the load turbine reaches
rated speed setpoint, i.e., it becomes the controlling variable. The third
loop is the start-up loop, which regulates the turbine during start up when




























The fourth loop, compressor speed, is necessary because if the fuel
flow to the two shaft gas turbines is constant, the output power of the
low pressure turbine remains the same and independent of low pressure
turbine speed. Fuel flow is proportional to the product of the VCE and
compressor speed. In order to control power, then, the fourth loop is ad-
ded which has the power command (vihich may include pitch) signal as a set-
point and the product of compressor speed and VCE as feedback. See Figure
3.18 (47). The action of this loop is the same as the others; if its out-
put is lowest, it becomes the dominant parameter controlling VCE. The
minimum power bias provides the VCE required to keep compressor speed at
80% as a minimum.
Looking again at the temperature control loop again at the top of
the schematic, it is recalled that the variable angle nozzles are control-
ling the compressor speed. Since exhaust temperature is sensitive to the
mass rate of flow of air (related to compressor speed) , it is possible to
hold exhaust temperature at the desired level (just below the maximum) by
controlling compressor speed. This enables the two-shaft machine to give
good part-load fuel rates. Operating characteristics using this control
system are shown in Figure 3.19 (48). From no load to 45% load, compressor
speed is held at a minimum of 80% using the variable angle nozzles. At
the same time, firing temperature and exhaust temperature are rising as
fuel flow increases and the fuel/air ratio increases. Past the 45% load
rating, the exhaust temperature exceeds the nozzle control setpoint, the
nozzle loop increases the high pressure turbine energy and compressor speed




































Figure 3.19 Operating Characteristics of Two Shaft Gas Txorbine (48)
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transient has passed through the control loops. Up to full load, the
steady state exhaust temperature remains constant and compressor speed
Increases with higher fuel flow. When the compressor reaches 100% speed,
the control limit is reached and fuel flow tends to increase along with
exhaust temperature. The increased exhaust temperature decreases the ex-
haust temperature fuel control loop output voltage below the rest of the
other loops— it therefore becomes the controlling variable.
The lower half of the control schematic shows the steam cycle con-
trols. Not shown are the normal standard control systems for the HRSG
drum level and other auxiliaries. The basic component to be controlled is
the supercharger speed since it is related to gas turbine power. The
basic philosophy in the control of the steam cycle is pressure control,
that is, line pressure is held at 450 psig to supply steam at 450 psig
to the T-G sets and the main feed pumps.
Figure 3.17 also shows an SCE gate, analagous to -i-he gas turbine
control system. It has three input loops and one output loop, which is
the position command for the steam turbine control (steam throttle and
condenser dump valves). The first input limit, called minimum pressure
override, regulates steam flow from the waste heat boiler to ensure that
450 psig line pressure is held. The second loop is supercharger speed
control, which becomes the controlling variable if supercharger speed
reaches 100%. The third loop is the minimum VCE from the gas turbine con-
trol circuit which allows the gas turbine to overide steam flow in order
to provide minimum input to the propeller by changing steam to the super-
charger compressor and therefore airflow to the gas turbine. The coupling
between the two control systems is the power/steam line pressure
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connection. If steam line pressure is made an input to the gas turbine
fuel flov; signal at the power control loop, then total input power to rhe
propeller is regulated.
To look at the actual response of the gas turbine, we shall take the
case of the ship underway at full power, then a speed reduction to 45%,
or 21 knots, approximately 100 RPM. The power lever on the bridge is re-
duced introducing a signal to the VCE gate. Note that propeller pitch
remains fixed at a maximum until about 45% power, thus a change in power
input does not necessarily mean a reduction in propeller pitch. Fuel flow
is now cut back by the load turbine governing system, i.e., variable angle
nozzles. The variable angle nozzles begin to close, slowing down the com-
pressor speed, yet holding exhaust temperatijre constant. As compressor
speed slows down, gas flow to the heat recovery steam generator goes down,
and the boiler line pressxare tends to fall. The steam line pressure bias
tends to close the dump valve to the main condenser; however, the VCE in-
put to the SCE gate tends to also close down the steam valve to the super-
charger to reduce supercharger speed, pressure ratio, and air flow going
to the main gas turbine. This signal, therefore, overides the dump valve
control, which then readjusts to keep line pressure constant during this
transient condition. Further reduction in power changes the propeller
pitch, and compressor speed reaches its minimum value at 80% rated speed.
The variable angle nozzles now begin to open, fuel flow is further reduced,
lowering exhaust temperature. The steam pressure falls off with reduced
exhaust temperatijre
, the supercharger control valve closes to reduce super-
charger speed, and the dump valve settles out at an equilibrium setting to
maintain line pressure. At very low power levels, the supercharger control
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valve would be closed off completely (except for cooling steam to the
turbine) and the dump valve would be nearly fully closed to keep line
pressure constant. It is anticipated that both turbogenerators and feed
pumps can function with steam pressures as low as 300 psig, and while this
is not desirable, the plant would still be able to perform.
At the condition of full power astern, the system sees the same con-
ditions as at full power ahead except for the fact that the propeller
thrust is in the full astern position. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 (49) (50)
show what the bridge control and engine room control panels might look
like. While control would normally be on the bridge, the engine room
would have a positive overide capability if emergency conditions warranted
such an action. The typical sizes and weights of the control panels are
shown in Figure 3.22 (24) and a typical annunciator/indicator section of
the engine room control panel is shown in Figure 3.23 (24).
3.4.2 17-Knot Endurance and 12 -Knot Replenishment Plant Ratings
Table 3.1 indicated the critical parameters in the supercharged cycle
for all conditions investigated, i.e.
,
full power, 17-knot endurance speed
and 12 -knot replenishment speed. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show these off-
design power plant ratings. The method of analysis for these conditions
may be found in Appendix A., Thermodynamic Considerations of the Cycle.
Figures 3.26 and 3.27 (51) show AOE-1 class shaft horsepower, ship
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4. RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY AND MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS
Reliability
The ability of any plant to fiinction when required often separates
the good plant on paper from the truly outstanding means of propulsion.
While there is much disagreement among experts within the power indus-
tries concerning the best method to define and approach the problem,
there are some generally accepted concepts with which to work.
Reliability has always been of paramount importance in ships, partic-
ularly in a nation's warships, where the national interest makes reliable
systems a must. Offsetting this demand for greater and greater reliability
is the technological complexity which has foxmd its way into marine pro-
pulsion plants, just like other modem systems. Thus the marine designer
must always be cautious not to compromise reliability. The supercharged
gas turbine plant described in Chapter Three is an example of the integra-
tion of components into a relatively complex propulsion system. How does
it stand up in the area of reliability?
Reliability is generally defined as the following ratio:
j^- Installed hours— (scheduled £ unscheduled outage)
Installed hours
This reliability is called running reliability, or operating reliability,
as opposed to starting reliability. Starting reliabilities are generally
lower than running reliabilities, but for purposes of analysis, we shall
consider operating reliabilities. Parenthetically, it is noted that the
General Electric Model Series 5000 has had a starting reliability of 96.6%
measured at random land-based machines during the last four years. (52)
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The reliability formula used in this analysis is: (53)
R = e"-^"*^ where: e = 2.71828, a constant
A = Failures per hour of run-
ning time, also the reciprocal of
Mean Time Between Failures, 1/MTBF
t = Period of time for the voyage run
at a constant level of power.
Reliability of items combined in series is such that all components must
work satisfactorily in order to obtain the required performance. The com-
bined reliability for a series of three components is:
R = e-(^l + ^2 + ^3)t
With this method, the values of A are shown in Table 4.1 and added.
A more detailed analysis would consider redundant systems (e.g., two pumps
in parallel) but for gross calculations, all component failure rates are
considered additive:
^'Failure rate x 10^ hours (53) (54)
Model Series 5000 Gas Turbine 69.4
Heat Recovery Steam Generator 15.0
Supercharger Steam Turbine S Compressor 11.0
Intercooler 3.0
Reduction Gear 0.7
Main Shaft and Bearings .
5
Controllable and Reversible Pitch Prop. 16.0
Deaerating Main Condenser 4.0
Ship's Service Electrical System 21.5
Main Feed Pump 8.0
Main Condensate Pump 6.0
Main Condenser Vacuum Pumps 6.0
Main Lube Oil Cooler 2.0
Main Circulating Water Pump 4.0
167.1
TABLE 4.1 Failure Rates of Major Components
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For the purpos*--? of this calculation, a ten-day voyage was chosen, i.e.,
2i+0 hours. Using this number, the reliability of the system is calculated:
^10= e-^ie^.l X 10-6)(2.40 x lo2) ^ ^-.0402 , o.9508
For a twenty-day period, the reliability of the system is calculated:
R2o=
e-(lS^-l ^ 10-6)(U.80 x io2) ^ ^..o804 ._ 0,9237
The failure rate for the gas turbine comes from land-based data, and a cor-
rection is therefore made for the combined cycle in the marine environment
by reducing the reliability figures by 1% in each case. The reliabilities
thus become: (See Figure 4.1)
10
-day voyage: R = 0.9512
20-day voyage: R = 0.9145
Availability
Availability is essentially a measure of the total time a plant is out
of operation, both for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. It is there-
fore defined as the following ratio:
^ - Installed hours-- (scheduled 5 unscheduled maintenance)
Installed hours
The following figures represent approximate values for forced and
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The availability, then becomes (for installed hours equal to one year) :
A = 8760 - (188 t 177) , 95.6%
8750
Maintenance
Gas Turbine SysteTn--The combustion gas turbine, as with any rotating
power Lurbomachine requires a program of planned periodic inspections and
replacement of parts in order to maintain operational reliability. The
major structural components of the heavy-duty gas turbine are designed
from long-established concepts derived from steam turbine technology. A-
long'with the maintenance of the gas turbine itself, fuel and lube oil
systems, control devices and other auxiliaries (such as the starting motor)
require servicing from time to time. All of these functions may be per-
formed in place--similar to the steam and diesel engine. This is in con-
trast to the replacement philosophy in which the entire unit is removed and
returned to the factory for repair. With in-place repair, minor repairs
and replacements are easily performed which would otherwise require complete
removal and substitution.
It is worthwhile to review at this time the basic features of the
heavy-duty gas turbine which make it so readily accessible and maintainable.
They are: (55)
1) All casings, both turbine and compressor, are split on the
horizontal centerline and may be lifted individually for
access to all internal parts.
2) With the upper half of the compressor' casing removed, all
stator blades can be slid circumferentially out of the
casings for inspection or replacement. This can be
readily accomplished even with the rotor in place.
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3. With the upper half of the turbine shell lifted, both halves
of the first-stage nozzle assembly may be removed for in-
spection or repair, with the rotor in place. The inter-
stage diffuser and diaphragm may also be removed by first
removing the radial locating pins. The variable-angle
second-stage nozzle can then be removed radially inward,
after the actuating levers and inner side walls have
been removed.
4. All turbine buckets are moment weighed and charted for as-
sembly so that, in an emergency, they can be replaced
without rebalancing the rotor. Normally, the rotor
balance should be checked after replacing any parts.
5. All bearing housings and liners are split on the horizontal
centerline so that they may be inspected and replaced
when necessary. The lower half of the liners may be re-
moved with the rotor in place.
5 . All seals and shaft packings are separate from the main hous-
ings and may be readily removed and replaced.
7. Fuel nozzles and combustion liners can be removed for inspec-
tion, maintenance, or replacement without lifting or mov-
ing any of the casings. Removable cover plates close the
ends of each combustion chamber.
8. All major accessories, as well as filters and coolers, are
separate assemblies that are readily accessible for in-




There are four major inspection schedules which are recommended for the




d) Major inspections and overhaul
The rxonning inspection, as the name implies, is the day-to-day observa-
tion of temperatures, pressures and other indications which go to make up
the critical check points for the operation of a high-speed turbomachine.
These tasks would be performed by ship's force while on watch, under the
supervision of the Engineering Officer of the Watch (see Appendix F).
The service inspection consists of a short shutdown period to inspect
combustion liners and fuel nozzles. A fouled combustion system can result
in much shortened life of the downstream turbine nozzles and blading. This
inspection is done at approximately 6000-hour intervals. See Figure 4.2 (57),
A minor inspection is carried out at the 12,000-hour point. This is
basically a hot-gas inspection and includes a visual inspection of the tur-
bine nozzles and buckets. The top half of the turbine shell must be re-
moved to accomplish this. See Figure 4.3 (58).
The major inspection or overhaul is normally at the 2 4, 000-hour mark.
This includes all inspections done in the service and minor inspections
plus a look at the compressor blading and all bearings. See Figure 4.4
(59). See also Table 4.2 (24).
Recommended spares are listed in Table 4.3 (60).
Steam Generation System- -The major item of concern here is the heat recovery
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Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Inspect combustion liners,
transition pieces and 1st-
stage nozzles
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Replace combustion liners and
transition pieces
Replace first-stage nozzles
Remove F.O. pump for repair
Remove flow divider for repair
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship




transition pieces and Ist-stage
nozzles
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Replace combustion liners and
transition pieces
Replace Ist-stage and 2nd-stage
nozzles
Supervised Inspect Ist-stage buckets; re-












































Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Inspect combustion liners,
transition pieces and 1st-
stage nozzles
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Replace combustion liners and
transition pieces
Replace first-stage nozzles
Remove F.O. pump for repair
Remove flow divider for repair
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Remove F. 0. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Inspect combustion liners,
transition pieces and 1st-
stage nozzles
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Remove F.O. nozzles for repair
aboard ship
Replace combustion liners and
transition pieces
Replace Ist-stage and 2nd-stage
nozzles
Supervised Inspect first-stage buckets;




TABLE 4.3 RECOMMENDED SHIPS SPARES REQUIREMENTS PER ENGINE
MARINE TWO-SHAFT GAS TURBINES— (FIRST 24,000-HOUR OVERHAUL) (60)
PARTS LIST NO. SPARES PARTS LIST NO. SPARES
COMBUSTION BEARINGS (Cont'd.)































#1 Bearing liner 1
Deflector 1
Thrust shoes 2
#2 Bearing liner 1
Deflector 2

















Oil tanks internal gaskets

















































Control switch type SBM 10
Thermocouples (exhaust control) 12
Exhaust trip 5






Vibration indicator (light beam) 1





dependlng on which type of fuel is burned. Soot blowers are installed in
the boiler to periodically clear away soot and other products of combus-
tion which tend to reduce the life and efficiency of the boiler. Water-
side chemistry for the boiler is also of utmost importance as the success-
ful operation of steam generating equipment depends upon a rigid control
of feed water to assure freedom from scale formation and corrosion of
steam contacted surfaces. The three most critical items to be controlled
are hardness (0 ppm), oxygen (.007 ppm), and alkalinity (8.0 p.H). Boiler
water hardness is generally controlled with combinations of trisodium phos-
phate and other sodium and phosphate compounds. These form a sludge which
may be removed from the boiler by frequent blowdowns. The oxygen is kept
under control through the deaerating condenser (no deareating feed tank),
and by the addition of sodium sulfite. The latter method of control is
commonly used in siibmarine power plants. (61)
Maintenance aspects of the other portions of the steam cycle consist
of normal routine maintenance as with any steam plant. Steam turbines are
essentially maintenance free—thus the bulk of the maintenance requirements
would revert to pump repacking, reseating valves, rewinding motors and look-
ing for water leakage. The relatively low pressure of M-50 psig should make
the plant relatively easy to maintain.
Maintenance Costs
It is estimated that most of the work on the cycle will be able to be
accomplished by a well-trained ship's force. Some technical supervision
will no doubt be required to assist from time to time with the gas turbine,
and this need is reflected in the estimated maintenance costs.
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GAS TURBINE (52) (54)
Annual charge 6 technical assistance
Parts and repair (3 5.40 per fired hoior














5. LIFE CYCLE COSTS COMPARED WITH PRESENTLY-INSTALLED STEAM PLANT
The costing of power plants on a coinparative basis is not an easy-
task, as cost data varies from reference to reference and thus any analy-
sis tends to be a subjective one. While there are many sources, the pri-
mary one was the General Electric Company estimates, (54) (60) tempered
with other economic studies. The basic philosophy was to approach costs
on the high side, as much of the data is more than one year old. It
should be noted that detailed costs are made only for the supercharged
cycle contained in this thesis—the only attempt to make a comparison
with the presently-installed steam plant is in the summary of total cost
data in Table 5.1. The costing of the conventional steam plant is admit-
tedly a gross estimate, and was made only to see whether the supercharged
plant is within the same range. Additionally, one might like to ask the
question, "If the Navy today decided to build an additional Fast Combat
Support Ship, how much might a gas turbine power plant cost as compared
with a steam plant?"
The results of Table 5.1 show, not surprisingly, that the total of
present worth of annual costs plus acquisition costs for the gas turbine
plants exceeds that of the steam plant. The most significant figures are
the fuel costs which are close to 30% higher for the steam plant. While the
Navy historically has seemed to feel fuel is a small part of their operat-
ing costs, five of these ships operating for twenty years represents a siz-
able amount of money. Perhaps the Navy, in the corporate sense, should




TABLE 5 . 1 Summary of Cost Data
PRESENTLY INSTALLED






















TABLE 5 . 2 Summary of Acquisition Costs for the Supercharged Cycle
MATERIAL :
a) Main propulsion, gas
turbine and steam
plant, per shaft $ 5,820,800 x 2 shafts = $ 11,61+1,600
b) Electrical 862,000 x 2 shafts = 1,724,000
c) Miscellaneous 236,000 x 2 shafts = 472,000
$ 13,837,600
INSTALLATION: $ 1,834,400 x 2 shafts = $ 3,568,800









TABLE 5 . 3 Detailed Breakdown of Acquisition and Installation Costs
(Per Engine Room)
(Detailed list of equipment may be found in Appendix E)
ACQUISITION (54)(50) INSTALLATION (54)
MAIN PROPULSION
a. General Electric MS 5322B
gas turbine , inlethouse 6
demister, Speedtronic con-
trols, propulsion control
bridge remote, dual L.O.
coolers S standard acces-
sories
b. Reduction Gear
c. Supercharger turbine 6
compressor








i . Vacuum pumps
j . Salt water circulating pump
k. Controllable pitch propeller
and shafting
1. Piping












































a. Turbo-generators $ 512,000 $ 19,000
b. Diesel generator 125,000 10,000
c. Wireways 65,000 96,000
d. Switchboards 160,000 20,000












a. Engine Room outfit
b. Drawings




TOTALS: Found in Table 5.2
OPERATING COSTS
a. Annual Fuel Costs—based on engine running 5,250 hours per year.
These hours are arbitrarily broken down into the following schedule;
i. Assume M-0% of time at full power = 2,100 hours
ii. Assume 20% of time at 17 knots = 1,050 hours
iii. Assume 40% of time at 12 knots = 2,100 hours
i. Full Power: Navy distillate fuel ^(52)
2100 hours x ^^'^^ x ^ ^^^ x -^^^ ^^ x 100,000 SHP = $ 1,390,000







ii. 17 knot endurance: Navy distillate fuel
1050 hours X %|i X _1_BBL , ,|45_lb , j.^^OO SHP = S 171,500







-6° ^ x 13,500 SHP = $ 2143,000






From Chapter 4, annual cost is estimated to be $107,100. Since ap-
proximately half of the maintenance cost comes from land-based gas turbine
data, (as opposed to those operating in a constant salt air environment)
1% is added to the cost figure. While this is admittedly arbitrary, it is
highly unlikely that the costs will go doi-m in the salt air environment,
and thus a conservative estimate would put the figure higher. Maintenance
costs are rarely overestimated. This figure then becomes:
$ 117,810
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
Using net present value concepts which relate future expenditures to
current dollars, the total of fuel and maintenance costs are computed.
An annual rate of 12% interest is assumed and time is for a 20-year period.
The basic relationship here is: (63)
Where i = interest rate, N = time in years, P = net present value,
and R = annual cost of fuel and maintenance,
p = R C (1 ^
^)"-l]
id + i)N
The life cycle cost thus becomes $14,250 ,000;
ESTIMATED FUEL COSTS OF PRESENTLY- INSTALLED STEAM PLANT (51)
i. Full Power: Navy distillate fuel oil
2100 hours x ^'^•^5 x 1 BBL x >632 lb x 100,000 SHP = $ 1,900,000
BBL 305 lb SHP-HR
ii. 17 knots: Navy distillate fuel oil
1050 hours X 1^ . _1_5|L . x||L^ . 21,000 SHP = $ 216,000
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iii. 12 knots: Navy distillate fuel oil








6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The main conclusions of this feasibility study in using a super-
charged heavy-duty gas turbine and steam cycle for marine propulsion are
as follows
:
1) It would be feasible to place a large heavy-duty supercharged gas
turbine and steam cycle aboard a large Naval Auxiliary ship such
as the Sacramento Class (AOE-1). The plant will fit within the
presently installed engine rooms with no significant weight in-
crease. Some modification to the hull superstructure would be
required in order to provide for increased air flow to the gas
turbine.
2) The specific fuel rate at full power, 0.444, is significantly
better than that of the presently installed steam plant. The
SEC is also better at lower power ranges , and the annual saving
in fuel costs to the Navy (with both plants burning Navy Distil-
late fuel) would be on the order of 30%, with longer endurance
capability.
3) The excellent thermal efficiency and fuel rates are comparable
with those of the aircraft derivative gas turbine. At lower
power levels, the ability to use the waste heat from the gas
turbines enables the heavy-duty gas turbine to maintain a
"flatter" fuel rate curve. It appears that with the performance
characteristics of the heavy-duty gas turbine as indicated by
this analysis, more consideration to their use should be given
by the Navy for large displacement ships.

I-nu-
ll) While supercharging of the gas turbine presents an interesting
thermodynaTTiic consideration, it is concluded that steam produced
in a waste heat boiler can best be utilized by coupling a steam
turbine directly to the shaft, as in the case of the STAG cycle
(Figure 2.3), which has a good specific fuel rate.
5) The life cycle cost of a steam plant for the AOE-1 class would
be less than that of the supercharged gas turbine cycle
,
primar-
ily due to initial acquisition costs.
6) The control of a supercharged cycle is a complex one and careful
consideration must be given to off-design points, i.e., steam
pressure and steam flow changes as the gas turbine changes power
levels, specifically, exhaust gas temperature and flow.
7) The analysis showed that the supercharged cycle, as presently
configured, produced unacceptable levels of 'dumped' steam at
high power levels. At lower power levels, e.g., while the ship
was replenishing at 12 knots (large KW load alongside), there is
insufficient steam to generate electrical power without using the
emergency diesel and without reducing hotel load. This must be
considered a totally unacceptable condition while alongside
another ship.
8) The use of an intercooler aboard ship is worthy of consideration
in a gas turbine cycle, as there is a large heat sink (the ocean)
available which is normally not used. Inter cooling at temperature
levels considered for this plant would not normally be recom-
mended. Intercooling would be more beneficial to the thermal ef-
ficiency of the cycle if accomplished at higher temperatures.
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However, Intercooling in a marine environment is particularly
desirable as there will be a significant reduction in airborne
sea salts. Sodium salt reduction reduces hot part corrosion of
the gas turbine
.
9) The AOE-1 Class of auxiliary ship would be able to steam in ex-
cess of 24 knots with the steam plant completely secured, i.e.,
on gas turbine power alone. Electrical take-home power could
be supplied by the emergency diesel generator.
The principle recommendation for further work in the area of using
heavy-duty gas turbines for ship propulsion in the Navy has already been
alluded to in the conclusions--that is, a closer look at the possibilities
for their use is warranted. The industrial gas turbine has been used in
industry for many years. While only one ship was ever propelled by a U.S.
heavy-duty gas turbine (SB John Sergeant), the General Electric Company
alone has 22 units in marine environments with operating time in excess of
1,000,000 hours. While this in itself does not show that they will per-
form perfectly aboard a moving vehicle, the durability, ruggedness and in-
place maintenance of the machines , coupled with exceptional reliability
and availability figures makes them a desirable option in marine power
plants. Maintenance costs and acquisition costs remain an unknown an at
present tend to be on the high side, and these are definite disadvantages.
A possible modification to the combined cycle for the industrial gas
turbine would be the regenerative cycle. As stated in Chapter 2, however,
a regenerator should be used with an intercooler and these two items make
a very large size and weight factor in propulsion system design. Addi-
tionally, regenerators may increase maintenance costs considerably. Thus
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it is recommended that an industrial gas turbine be used with a waste
heat boiler at low steam pressures. This allows power generation and other
auxiliaries as well as hotel services, which would have to be provided by
a gas turbine or diesel generator, and an auxiliary boiler. The main ad-
vantage in the combined cycle is simply one of economics--why exhaust
gases to the atmosphere at 700° or 800° F. when they can be used to do
work? To those who feel that combined plants are the "worst of both
worlds," it must be recalled that much sentiment toward steam within and
outside the Navy has been colored by 1200 psig refractory boilers designed
as long ago as 15 years. Thus, it is submitted that the steam portion of
this cycle (particularly with an unfired HRSG) would not in fact be a
maintenance nightmare. With respect to the firing versus unfired waste
heat recovery steam generator, the boiler could very easily be fired to
prevent the low steam flows when at low power. Additionally, this allows
a mode of auxiliary power when the propulsion gas turbine is not on the
line and could be used for start up in lieu of the gas turbine starting
system described in Appendix C. The question of forced and natural cir-
culation is nearly a straight trade off--the natural circulation boiler is
easier to clean and the watersides tend to remain cleaner, while the forced
circulation is smaller and saves on size and weight. The forced circula-
tion boiler was chosen for the latter reason and also due to the fact that
economizer water was recirculated to bring feed water temperature up to an
acceptable level.
The s team cycle in a combined cycle should be kept as simple as pos-
sible—thus the decision was made to go with a deaerating condenser. It is
recommended that this concept be used for shipboard combined cycle plants.
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particularly at low pressures and temperatures, where dissolved oxygen
and pH requirements are somewhat eased. With respect to pressure levels
for the steam plant, again a trade-off must be made. Lower steam pres-
sures mean lower stack temperatures and a more efficient plant--they do,
however, tend to increase the size of steam machinery and piping.
One consideration for power generation is the attachment of a ships
service generator to the main shaft--this design is being implemented on
the ships for Broken Hill Proprietary, Co., Ltd., previously mentioned.
The method used there is to maintain frequency within 10% by placing
larger emphasis on changing propeller pitch, that is, propeller pitch
varies to hold essentially constant speed for the attached generators.
Additionally, it would be possible to run an attached generator with
variable speed yet constant frequency through an electronic package.
Another possible recommendation in the design of a combined cycle
plant would be to use gas turbine generators. They would be particularly
useful during warmup and starting time, as they could exhaust directly to
the waste heat recovery steam generator and commence producing steam,
which in the case of the supercharged cycle, would allow the supercharger
to start.
The original design for this supercharged cycle included the use of
steam injection directly into the combustion chamber. This reduces
nitrous oxide levels significantly and would be desirable when entering or
leaving port. (64) Additionally, power is increased with the increased
mass flow and for each 1% of steam injection (related to air flow) approx-
imately a 4% increase in power is realized. The integration of this com-
ponent into the system was discarded as insufficient steam flow was available
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at low power levels. Additionally, trade-offs between doubling the evap-
orator capacity (to 120,000 GPD) with the added cost, as opposed to the
actual net gain in power and pollution prevention made it infeasible in a
shipboard environment. Steam fuel atomization and water injection are
also possible alternatives, but these, like steam injection, are probably
best utilized in a land-based power plant.
A final recommendation would be to put another loop into the steam
control system--an input which would regulate the waste heat boiler by-
pass damper valve if steam pressure began to rise uncontrollably and
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APPENDJX A. --THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE CYCLE
A.l Full Power Calculations (Fig 3.1)
Figure A.l shows the T-S diagram (qualitatively) for the supercharged
gas turbine plant. Assumptions used in the sample calculations:
G. E. MS 5 322(B) GAS TURBINE
1. Inlet temperature (to both supercharger and
gas turbine )
:
2. Inlet Pressure to Supercharger:
3. Supercharger Pressure Ratio:
4. G.T. Inlet Loss:
5. G.T. Outlet Loss:
6. G.T. Firing Temperature:
7. Pressure Drop, Combustion Chambers:
8. G. T. Pressure Ratio:
9. Pressure Drop, Supercharger Outlet to
G. T. Inlet:
10. Supercharger Compressor Efficiency
(Isentropic)
:
11. G.T. Compressor Efficiency (Isentropic):
12. G.T. High Pressure Turbine Efficiency
( Polytropic ) 0.87
13. G. T. Low Pressure Turbine Efficiency
(Polytropic): 0.84
14. Base G.T. Flow Rate: 256.3 Ibm/sec
15. Injection Temperature 67° F.















Figxire A.l T-S Diagram for Supercharged Power Plant
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a.) SUPERCHARGER WORK (Using Reference 65 )
@ Tqq = 530° R. , Pp = 1.61+0 h = 16.8 Btu/lbm
Pqq =14.7 psia, Pq = 20.6 lbf/in2
Where: s- Isentropic
.-. Pj.Q = 1.4 (1.640) = 2.30
a - Actual
P^ T„ = 548° R. , hn = 29.750 Btu/lbm
^3^ = .85 = ^^r.
- ^00
^Oa " ^00
.'. hn =32.1 Btu/lbm
'-'a
To = 591.0^ R. = 131.2° F.
^a
•
= 1.4 (256.3) = 358.0 lb/sec
sc
W.„ = ,;„_ (h^ - hnn) = (358)( 2.5.3)_ = 7^750 h.P,
"^ sc Ug uu
.7074
b.) GAS TURBINE WORK
Pressure drop through intercooler and ducting. Temperature re-
duced to 70° F. in intercooler.
P-]_ = Pq - .6 = (20.6 - .6) = 20.0 Ib/in^
T-|_ = 70° F. = 530° R.
@ 70° F., Pj = 20 lbf/in2, h^ = 16.8 Btu/lbm, F-^^ = 1.6i+0
Pg = 8.2(20) = 16U iWin^ and P^g = 1.6U (8.2) = 13.^+5
@ Pr2'
'^2s
= 500.3° F., hgg = 121.275 Btu/lbm
hp ~^1





HPe = m^^h = mQ^(h2^-hi) =
-:^^
(m corrected for air temp, not § 59°F. ) = 58,650 HP
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b.2) HIGH PRESSURE TUBBINE (Ah same as Compressor Work)
@ Tq = 1700° F. = 2160° R., h_ = U39.92, P^,^ = 302. U03
^a 3a M
hi, = h^ -Ah^„ = U39.92O - 121.1+80 = 3l8.i+i+0 Btu/lhm
Ti^ = 1262° F.
.*. h), = 300.28 Btu/lbm
^s
@ hl|g> PrU = 103.2, T^g = 1192.5° F.
Pressure Ratio: 302.1+03 = 2 93 • Pi = 1^9 = c^ 27 Ib/in^
103.2 ' ^ 2.93
"b.3) LOW PRESSURE TURBINE (Including 3% Combustor Loss)
Gases now expand to 10" back pressure, 15- 1 Ib^/in^
@ Ti^ = 1262° F., Pj,. = 121.2, hj^ = 3l8.i+U0
Pressure ratio = ^1^.27 = -5 59 • p = ^^^-^ = 33 66
"15.1 *
''5s 3.59
@ 33.66, he. = 189.920 Btu/lbm Tr^ = 773-5° F.
^^a "^5a
riLp = .81+ = -^ .-. h^ = 210.77 Btu/lbm
^a 5s
T5 = 853 F. (Exhaust temperature)
b.l+) WORK OUT TO SHAFT
.
Assume: a) Loss in power correction from 70 F. to
59° F. is 0.96 (Figure C.2)
b) Fuel air ratio = I.OI85
c. Gear efficiency = O.985





c.) STEAM CYCLE—See Table 3.6 and Reference (66)
Steam Conditions :
P = 1+50° psig, T = 750° F., 102,000 Ib/hr
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c.l) TUEBOGENERA.TOR REQUIREMENTS (si)—UOOO KW/Ship (Constant
line pressure @ U50 psig); or 2000 KW/Engine Room (Two
generators
)
Theoretical Steam Rate: h^ = I389.3
TSR = ^^^^-^ h^ = 921.0 @ 1 psia
ho -hp P
3)+12.1 ^^^-3
TSR = "—Tz— =7.28 Ib/KW-HR
U68.3
E^ = 0.678
f = 1 SR = TSR - 7 -28 _ -iQ gcr
^ * (Et)(ft)(fp)(ft) (.678)(l.O)(.995)(l.Ol5)
fp = 0.995
f^ = 1.015
Correction for load factor: Each generator (15OO KW) loaded down
@ 1000 KW connected
Final Steam Rate = p" = ^^^ =11.2 Ib/KW-HR
11.2 LB/KW-HR X 2,000 KW = 22,U00 LB/HR req.uired. Leak-off
steam; 2 x 50 LB/HR = 100 LB/HR





c.2) SUPERCHARGE REQUIREMENTS— (Constant Line Pressure @ U50 psig)
Using MST-I3 Turbine, 12 stage, steam conditions as above.




r. 6.95 LB/BHP-HR X 7,750 = 5^^,000 LB/HR
Leak off = 200 LB/HR + (.003 x BHP) = 223 LB/HR





C.3) MAIN FEED PUMP REQUIREMENTS—DISH § 700 psig (Constant
Line Pressure @ U50 psig)
Total flow to be pT;anped: 102,000 LB/HR Supht
15,000 LB/HR SAT
117,000 LB/HR TOTAL




' 60 min LB
np = EFF of pump = .66
BHP = 1^^ X AP X v^ X w = AP (GPM) = 700 (23M = 1I+U.5 HP
33,000 X 60 X EFF. 1715 (EFF) 1715 ( .66)
IHP i Internal Turbine Horsepower
IPH = ^^ = ^^^:^ = l^T.5,njjj = Mechanical Efficiency
Flow Required:
m = IHP( 550) (3600) = lU7.5(550)(3600) where 11^^= Internal
np,-(Ah)(7T8) ( .5)(ii68.3)(TT8) Turbine Eff,
= 1,610 LB/HR
50 Losses









A. 2 17-Knot Endurance Calculations (Figure 3.2i+)
Assumptions are the same as in A.l except:
3. Supercharger pressure ratio: 1.17:1
6. G.T. Firing Temperature: 1230°F
8. G.T. Pressure Ratio (80?? Compressor speed): 5.08U:1
9. Base G.T. Flow Rate: 205 LBM/SEC




@ Tqq = 530° R., P^QQ = I.6U0 hQQ =16.8 Btu/lbm
Pqo = 1^-T psia, Pq = 17.2 Ibf/in^
.*. P^ = 1.17 (I.6U0) = 1.920
^0
@ P^Q, Tq = 555° R., hQ^ = 22.555 Btu/lbm
hOs - ^00
risp = .85 = ti r-
^"^
^0^ - ^00
.'. hQ =23.6 Btu/lbm
'a
= 1.17(205) = 2I+O Ibm/sec
Tq = 98.5° F.
8.
msc
^sc = "^sc^X " ^00) =
~~yf^^
= ^>310 H.P.
b. ) GAS TURBINE WORK
Pressure drop through intercooler and ducting assumed to be
o





= Pq - .6 = 16.6 Ibf/in
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. 2
T^= 70° F. = 530° R.
70° F., P^ = 16.6 Ibf/in^, h^ = 16.8 Btu/lbm, P^ = 1.61+0
P2 = 5.08U(l6.6) = 81+. 5 lbf/in2 and P^ = 1.6i+(5 .081+) = 8.3I+
@ P^ , Tn = 381.5° F, hp =91.8 Btu/lbmr2'
-^s -^ -^ ' ^s
h2<, - h,
n = .72 = r-^ r-^ .'. ho = 120.8 Btu/lbmh2a - ^1 2a
b.l) COMPRESSOR WORK
HP, = io^ih = m,^ (h2^ - hi) = ^-"'gy^-Q' = 36.200 HP
Now assume all compressor work done by H.P. Turbine
.*. Ahjjp = lOl+.O Btu/lbm
Pressure loss in combustor, P, = 81+. 5 ( .97) = 82.0 Ibf/in^
b.2) HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE
@ To = 1230° F, ho = 310.920, P^_ = II2.79I+
-"a -Ja ^ D
h^ = h3 - Ahjjp = i+39.920 - lOl+.O = 206.92 Btu/lbm
Ti;^ = 838.5° F.
Hhp = .87 = -^ —^ .-. hi^ = 191.379 Btu/lbm
"3a ~ "1+s
@ \^, Prl,3 = 31+. 2, Ti,^ = 778.5° F.
Pressure Ratio: ^^|^ = 3.297 •*. Pi^ = y^ = 2I+.9 Ibf/in^
b.3) LOW PRESSURE TURBINE
2Gases now expand to 10" back pressure, 15.1 Ibf/in
@ Tj, = 838.5° F., h), = 206.920
^a ^a
Pressure Ratio: rrV = 1-61+9 Pre = r^.'o = 21+.8Ip .1 5s 1.d4o
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2U.8, he = 1652 Btu/lbm, Tc = 676.5° F.
Tc = 703.5° F. (exhaust temperature)
b.i+) WORK OUT TO SHAFT
Assume: a) Loss in power correction from 70 F. to
59° F. is 0.96 (Figure C.2)
b) Fuel/Air Ratio = 1.013
c) Gear Efficiency = O.985





c.) STEAM CYCLE See Table 3.6 and Ref. (66)
Steam Conditions: P = U50 psig, T = 680° F., 39,650 LB/HR
c.l) TURBOGENERATOR REQUIREMENTS (51) —11^+0 KW/Ship (Constant






^b- ^p hp = 905.0 @ 1 psia
TSR = 3^1^-1 = 7.28 LB/KW-HR 1+1+3.8
1+1+3.8
op := TSR _ 7 .28 = ni ?s








•"l^ li^= 37.9? Load
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13.19 LB/KW-HR X 570 KW = 7,500 LB/HR
Leak-Off 1 x 50 LB/HR 50





C.2) SUPERCHARGER REQUIREMENTS— (Constant line pressure @
ii50 psig) Using MST-13 Turbine, 12 stage, Impulse.
Steam conditions as above: HP required: 2,310 HP.
SR for this t\irbine = 6.95 LB/SHP-HR (.76 efficiency)
.-. 6.95 LB/SHP-HR X 2,310 = l6,050 LB/HR
Leak-Off 200 + ( .003
X 2310) = 207





C.3) MAIN FEED PUMP REQUIREMENTS—DISH @ 700 psig (Constant
line pressure @ 450 psig)
Total flow to be pumped: 39,650 Supht
15,000 LB/HR SAT
54,650 LB/HR TOTAL
54,650 LB/HR x .j; ^ x i.ige x 10"^ ^^ = 109 GAL/MIN50 mm Tg
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lUH X AP X v^ X w
_
Ap (GPM ) _ 700(109) _
^"^ " 33,000 X 60 X EFF " 1717 (EFF) " 1715(.66) ~ ^^'^
IHP = MP = i§^ = 70 HP
Flow Required: Ah = 443.8
.
^
IHP(550)(3600) ^ 70(550)0600) = qOQ LB/HR
^
nei(Ah)(778) (.5)(443.8)(778)
+ 50 LB/HR Loss
_50_ LB/HR
Feed Pump Steam = 859 LB/HR Required




A. 3 12-KNOT REPLENISHMENT CALCULATIONS (See Figure 3.25)
Assumptions are the same as in A.l except:
3. Supercharger pressure ratio: 1.13:1
6. G.T. Firing Temperature 1110°F.
8. G. T. Pressure ratio (80% compressor speed) 5.084:1
9. Base G.T. Flow Rate: 205 LBM/SEC
11. G.T. Compressor Efficiency (Isentropic)
:
.72
a. ) SUPERCHARGER WORK
@ Tqq = 530° R., Py, = 1.640, hQQ = 15.8 Btu/lbm
P^n =14.7 psia, P^ = 16.50 lbf/in2
/. P^^ = 1.850





.'. hn = 21.0 Btu/lbm
•Ja




= 1.13(205) = 232 Ibm/sec
W3_ = ; (ho - h..) =
^^^^^^'^•^^
= 1,380 HP
b. ) GAS TURBINE WORK
Pressure drop through intercooler and ducting assumed to be same
as that for full power. Temperatiore reduced to 70° F. in inter-
cooler .
P-L = Pq - .6 = 16.0 Ibf/in^
T-|_ = 70° F. = 530° R.
,-_2@ 70° F., P, = 16.0 Ibf/in^, h, = 16.8 Btu/lbm, P = 1.640
± ± j_
'r2?2 = 5.084 (16.0) = 81.3 Ibf/in^ and Pp^ = 5.084 (1.64) = 8.34
(3 P T^ = 381.5° F., h2, = 91.8 Btu/lbm
h2 - h,
n = .72 = E L .\ ho = 120.8 Btu/lbm
h2^ - hi 2a
b.l) COMPRESSOR WORK
ui> _ ;, A^, - • r^. ^ \ - 1.13(205)(104.0) _ oi, ^^^ „pHP^ =
^GT^h = mg^Chj^ - h^) = -.^^^^ ^4,100 HP
Now assiime all compressor work done by H.P. turbine
.". Ahj^p = 104 Btu/lbm
Pressure loss in combustor, Po = 81.3 ( .97) = 78. 7 Ibf/in^
b.2) HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE
(a T„ = 1110° F., h^ = 278.090, P = 84.525
3a 3a ^3
h^^ = hg - Ahp^p = 278.090 - 104.0 = 174.090 Btu/lbm '
a a
T^ = 710.5° F.
a
h3 - hu
nup = .87 = —^ —
^
.'. h,, =15 8.5 Btu/lbmHP h3^ - h43 ^s
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@ h,, Prn = 22.736, T. = 649° F.
Pressure ratio: ~^ = 3.72 .'. P^^ = |i^ = 21.2 lbf/in2
b.3) LOW PRESSURE TURBINE
Gases now expand to 10" back pressure, 15.1 Ibf/in
(9 Th = 710.5° F., hn = 174.090
^a ^a
21 2 27.705
Pressure ratio: ±i:^ = 1.405 P^r^ = = 19.75
15.1 ^s 1.405
@ 19.75, h5g = 148 Btu/lbm, Ts^ = 608° F.
r^j^p = .84 = ^^a ' ^^a .'. hg = 152.09 Btu/lbm
h4a - «5s
T5 = 624.5° F. (exhaust temperatiire
)
b.4) WORK OUT TO SHAFT
Assume: a) Loss in power correction from 70° F. to 59° F,
is .96 (Figure C.2)
b) Fuel/air ratio = 1.01
c) Gear efficiency = 0.985
d) Loss in flow from ambient = .98
^ =
,; Ah = (232)(22)(.96)(1.01)(.985)(.98) = 5^750 HP
Li' LP .7074 =====
c.) STEAM CYCLE- -See Table 3.6 and Reference (66)
12-KNOT REPLENISHMENT HEAT BALANCE (HIGH KW LOAD ALONGSIDE)
Steam Conditions: P = 450 psig, T = 620° F. , 24,930 Ib/hr
Assume: a) Heating steam secured




c.l) TURBOGENERATOR REQUIREMENTS— 3230 KW/SHIP (less 1000
dlesel) = 2230 KW/SHIP (Constant Line pressure @ 450 psig)
or 1115 KW/Englne Room (one generator)










SR = I§B = '^'^5 = 11.89
f^ = 1.0 (E]3)(fj^)(fp)(ft) (.678)(1.0)(.995)(.991)
f = 0.995 SR 11.89P Final S.R. = — ^^^^^ = 12.30 Ib/KW-Hr
f^ = 0.991 ^L -964
fj^: 1115.= 74.3% 12.30 Ib/KW-HR 1115KW = 13,700 Ib/hr
.500
.. f^ = 0.964
NET STEAM AVAILABLE;
Leak off steam = 50 Ib/hr




C.2) SUPERCHARGE REQUIREMENTS- - (Constant line pressure @ 450
psig) Using MST-13 Turbine, 12 stage.
Steam conditions as above. HP required: 1,380 HP
SR for this turbine = 6.95 Ib/BHP-HR (.76 efficiency)
.'. 6.95 LB/BHP-HR x 1,380 = 9,600 LB/HR
Leak off = 200 + (.003 x 1380) = 204







C.3) MAIN FEED PUMP REQUIREMENTS— DISCHG @ 700 psig (Constant
line pressxjre @ 450 psig)
Total flow to be pumped: 24,930 LB/HR Supht
10,500 LB/HR SAT
35,430 LB/HR




RHP = 1^^ ^ ,AP X v^ X w - AP(GPM) ^ 700(70.8) _ .^ p „p
33',00Ci'x 60-5< EFF 1715 (EFI) 1715 (.66) ^
BHP 43.8





IHP(550)(3600) ^ 44.8(550)(3600) ^
.30 LB/HR
^ ng.(Ah)(778) (.5)(429.6)(778)
+ 50 lb. Loss 50
Feed pump Steam = 580 LB/HR






A.4 Determination of Supercharger Compressor Characteristics
a.) BASIC APPROACH . As stated in Section 3.2.2, the two-stage axial
flow characteristics were generated by combining two M.I.T. gas turbine
laboratory curves (Nos. 5 5 7) for a single-stage axial compressor.
Looking at Figure 3.4 (Pj/p, vs m/m*) t the reasoning was to use two
stages operating at a pressure ratio of 1.185 (i.e., 1.185 x 1.185 =
1.4, the desired pressure ratio) and get a value of m/m". This value of
m/m* was used to go to Figure 3.5 (T2/T-|_ vs m/m"), and obtain a value of
T2/T2« A mass flow parameter was developed which represented the exit




This gave the mass flow parameter for the inlet conditions to the
second stage and enabled one to relate the two stages in the development
of the supercharger compressor characteristics. Points on the original
P2/Pt_ vs m/m»^ could now be picked off the curve at different speed param-
eters and replotted on a new curve. Points were chosen as follows: 1)
near the surge line; 2) at midpoint, and 3) near the choke line along
curves of non-dimensional speed parameter, tt.tt is defined as:
_
tip speed
velocity of sound at inlet
b. ) SAMPLE CALCULATION
From P2/P1, vs m/m'*' at a pressure ratio of 1.185, m/m-'* = 0.234
and P2/P1 = 1.0555 (Figure 3.5) at exit
_
m/m'VT2/Ti .236/1.055 5 ^ ^^^m^ = -* 1- = = 903
2 P2/P1 1.185 ^'^^^
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Now considering a point near surge, m/ni''« = 0.21, ^2'^^! ~ 1'21'+ ^nd
T2/T3 = 1.06 8.
m2^ defined as second-stage inlet mass flow parameter
1
. 0.21/1.214 , 0^179
^ 1.068
Multiplying this value by m/m»'« and dividing by m^ gave outlet mass flow
parameter , m^
.
That is jn2l 0.179
m^ = X ni/m»'> = x .234 = 0.206
3 m2 \j . zuo
at this point P2/P1 = 1.216 and ^2^'^! ~ 1-067 , The pressure ratio
thus is 1.214 X 1.216 = 1.475, which is greater than 1.4 as expected.
Thus a point on the new compressor characteristic was m/m" = 0.210
(9 P2/P1 - 1.475. The constant speed lines, tt, were interpreted such that
the .8 speed line became 1.0 speed (maximum) for the new characteristics,
and the remaining speed lines were scaled accordingly. After all points
were plotted (see Table A.l) the m/m*'* was converted to real flow in
pounds per hour. The final supercharger characteristics are shown in
Figure 3.3.
Efficiency was determined as follows:
at design point:
"^out = T2/Tj_ = 1.0555 x 1.0555 = 1.115136
Tin
.'. T^^^ = 1.115136 X 530° R. = 591.02208° R. 591.02208
-460 and -530
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d. ) SUPERCHARGER SIZING
Assumed: 1) ^/^t = 0-55
2) c^ = 500 ft/sec (inlet velocity)
3) u^ = 1000 ft/sec max (blade tip speed)
4) m = 348.5 lb/sec
„,„ n -
P 17.6 lbflbm°R(144)in^
RT in^53.34 ft Ib^ 563°R
_
17.6 Ibf Ibm ° R (14.4 x ipl jn^)
P " in2 (53.34 ft lbf)(5.63 x 102 o R)ft2
= .859 X lo"-"- = .0859 lbjj,/ft3
. A - _EL _ 348.5 Ibm ft3 sec
_ p no ^.^:
Pcx sec 8.59 X io-2 lb 5.0 x 102 ft "-^-^ ^^^ m
A = TT(r.2 _ r^2) ^ - .55r^
= ^[r^2 _ (.55r'^2)]
= 7T[r^2 (1 _ .552)]
= TT[r^2 (1-.303)]
= TT(r^2 ^597)
8.13 ft2 = Tr(.697 r^2)
"t' - 3.11,(1:17 X 10-1 = .371 X 10^=3.71 ft'





^t " 60 •'• ^ " 27rrt
N = 1000 ft (6. Ox iQl) ^ j^p^
sec (6.28) (1.93)ft ===
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A.5 Condenser Design (Reference 67)
a.) GIVEN: Steam to be condensed: 117,000 LB/HR
Tube size = 5/8" 18 gauge
Material = 90-10 CuNi
Exhaust = 2" Hg abs
.
Single pass (n ~ 1) scoop injection
Ah = 921 - 69.7 = 851.3 Btu/lb
T^ = Injection temperature = 67° F.
L = Effective Tube Length: = 10.32 feet
V = 9 ft/sec (water velocity)
F-| - Cleanliness correction factor = 0.85
Fj = Material correction factor for U = .90
Fo = Inlet water correction factor for U due to cooling
water less than 70° F. = .99
b. SOLUTION
b.l) U, BASIC HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN BTU/HR-FT^ ° F.
U E 270/v
.'. U = 210/^ = 810 Btu/Hr-ft^ ° F.
U , corrected heat transfer coefficient:
c'
U = UF-LF2Fg = 810(.85)(.90)( .99) = 615 Btu/Hr-Ft^ ° F.
b.2) TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS
U Lk Where: L = Effective length of
500 V
615(10. 32)(. 2407)
each tube in feet per
pass no. of passes
500 (9)








101. 14 - 67
s = square feet of external tube
surface per foot of length
g = G.P.M. per tube at one foot
per second water velocity
Where: T = outlet (overboard) cir-
= 101.14 - 24.3 = 76.84° F,
culating water teinp.,°F.
T = saturated steam temp. , at
condenser press\ire







\/here : G = Gallons of circulating
water /min.
W = Steam condensed, Ibs/hr
500 = Conversion factor for flow
rate and circulating water
density
and A =
Where: A = Total condensing surface
LGk
_






Where: N = Total number of tubes per
= 2,370 Tubes water pass
b.4) CONDENSER SIZE
Assumed: Area of tube holes in tube sheet does not exceed
24% of the total tube sheet area before drilling.
Area per tube = ^ - ^--^"^^^^^^^ = .7854(5/8)2 = o.3068 in2
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Area of Holes - 2,370 x .3068 = 723 In^
72 3
Minimum Tube Sheet Area: -r— = 3020 in^ =20.9 ft^
For water box depth not less than one-half tube sheet diameter
but not greater than 45 in.
For circular tube sheet
d2 = -4^3 26.6 ft2
.7854
d = 5.15 ft
Water box depth = -^-^^ = 2.57 ft
Total Length of Condenser :
L + 2 (water box depth) = 10.32 ft + 2(2.57 ft)
=10.32+5.15
= 15.47 ft 'V' 15' 6"
Total Width of Condenser: 6.48 ft 'v, 6' 5"
Total Height of Condenser: 6.48 ft 'v 6' 5"
b . 5 ) HOTWELL VOLUMETRIC CAPACITY
Steam Rate/min = iiZ.i200. = i 950 Ibs/min
60
Specific volume v of satiirated condensate (3 101.14
= .0161 ft^/lb
.*. Hotwell volumetric capacity.














Core Dimensions Chosen :
a) Air side frontal area, AfR = 5 >^ 20 = 100 ft^
b) Water side frontal area, AfR = 5 x 5 = 25 ft^
w
c) Total volume = 25 x 20 = 500 ft^
TYPE : Finned circular tube--Jameson Data
Continuous fin CF 9.05-3/4 J-E Kays 6 London (27)




Air entering, temp. °F.
Air entering, press, psia
Air leaving, temp. °F.
= 1,277,000 Ib/hr
= .03 lb H2O/1J3 3i^
= 131° F = 591° R
= 20.6 psia
= 70° F = 530° R
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LiJ -H cj t£i



















































































1. Surface Characteristics- -Table 14 (27)
Flow passage hydraulic radius
Total air side transfer area/total
volume
Free flow area/frontal area
Fin area/total area
Fin metal thickness 5 = 0.012in/12 =
Fin material, aluminum
Fin length, 1/2 distance between tubes,
( 1.982 - 1.463 ) -_^ .
= .2595 m
4pj^ = 0.02108 ft
^h; 0.00527 ft
aa = 10 8 ft2/ft3
aa = 0.572
= 0.835
6 = 0.001 ft










'in -out (^hi^ - Tcout^ - ^Thout - ^cln)
1"
^"hi, - Te,,,)




= 67 + 85 ^ 46-3 = 75 + ^3 = 75 + 43
2 In 46/3 In 15.3 2.72
= 76 + 15.8 = 91.8° F
with this T^ average. Fig. 114 (27)
Viscosity, y = 0.046 Ib/hr ft
Prantl No. P^, = 0.700, Pp^ = .7883
Specific ht, C = 0.240 Btu/lb ° F
Correct specific heat for humidity: Fig. 116 (27)
Xcw = 1.025 X .240 = .246 Btu/lb ° F
Now assume 2% pressure drop, outlet air pressure is:
20.600 - .02(20.500) = 20.188 psia
Correct specific volumes at inlet and outlet for humidity. Fig. 116 (27)
1 = Inlet Where: Xaw =0-98
2 = Outlet VI = i = -1_S^ = ^^-^"^ ^ ''^ = 10.844 ft3/lb
^1 ^aw ^1 0.98 X 20.6 X 144
1 1 RTo 53.345 X 530 ^ o
,
'2 = W = T^^^T^ - 0.98 X 20.188 X W = ^'^^U ftVtt
3. Reynolds No. , Stanton No. , and Friction Factor and h^
G = m/free flow area = , ^ , = 1^11,000 ._ 1»277,000 ^ ^2,390 Ih/hr ft2
Afp ^ ^a 100 X .572 57.2
Reynolds No. , R, = ^^I^ = (21.08 x 10-3)(22 ,390) -_ io,220
^
M 4.6 X 10-2
From Figure 98 (27)
Friction factor = f = 0.028
and Jl-(P„^/^) = .0046 St = 7^ , Stanton No.
GCn ^ G^r
46 X 10""'^ r>









Water flow rate ih^ = 3,000,000 lb/hr~6,000 GPM
Water entering, Temp., ° F. = 67° F.
Water leaving. Temp., ° F. = 85° F.
1. Surface Characteristics
Outside dimensions per tube
Frontal area associated with one
tube (1.982 x 1.375)
Free flow area of one tube, 'n'—
4
Inside periphery of one tiibe , ttD,






2.725 in. 2 ^
No. of tubes = 3600 in^/frontal area = 3600/2.725 = 1321
Water side transfer area/total volume
=
periphery ^ length x no. of tubes _ 2 .43 ^ 20 x 1321 = in 7 =a
vol 12 500








Average water temp., T„ = iZ_L_iL = 75w 2
with this temp. ((27), Fig. 115)
Viscosity, y = 2.3 Ib/hr ft.
Prantl No. P^ = 5.3
Specific HT, C = 1.0 Btu/lb°F.
Specific vol., v = 1/54.0 = .01565 ftVlb
3. Reynolds No. , Stanton No. , Friction Factor and h
G = % %
free flow area A-p x a^j 25 x .2229
^rw w




. 4(1.515 X 10-2)(5.U0 X ipS) ^
^^ _ ^ ^ ^^3 ^ ^^
e u 2.3
From Figure 28 (27)
Vu] .20 X 10^ = 14 y^ = viscosity of water
y,^ = mean viscosity
as — ^1.0, S^ = .0014
Mm ^
From Figure 29 (27)
Friction factor, f = 0.005 8
and h^ = S^ X G X c = (14 X 10~^)(5.40 x io5)(i.o) = 755 Btu/hr-ft^ ° F.
Fin^^ff^ciepcy and ^Overall Surface Effectiveness
1 . Fin Efficien cy
v^Th^ = >^2(32.2) = /64.4 x 10 ^ = ,/644 = 25.4
k6 1x10^(1x10-3)












ri - -7^^ = .386
From Figure 1 (27
)
^lin - 0-88
2. Overall Surface Efficiency





(8.35 X 10-1)(12 X 10~2)
100 X 10 ~3 - 1
_.i
0.900
Heat Transfer Coefficient and Intercoo1fi-p Fffenti venpRs
1 -
"a






90(32.2) 10.7 ,0343 + .01335 = .04765
108(755)
= 21.0 Btu/hr-ft2 o p.
C = 1,277,000 X .246 = 315,000 (air side capacity rate) = Cmm
C„ = 3,000,000 X 1.0 = 3,000,000 (water side capacity rate) = C
max
A^ = a^ X Vol
[1 A
NTU = a a
Cjnin 3.15 x lo
From Figure B.2 (27),
Effectiveness, e, = 0.95







1 2 3 4 5
NO. OF TRANSFER UNITS, NTUmox- AU/Cmin













= 131 - .95(64) = 131 - 60.8
'out
Thout
70.2° F. (Temperature into gas turbine)
Pressure Drop, Air Side
For flow normal to tube banks , entrance and exit losses are neglected
and the pressure d rop is
:
AP _ G^ VI
Pi 2ge Pi
!^= ^±1^^} (1 + o,)(:£- - 1) + f ^IHL)A .Vr
v-L Ac vi
( flow ( core
accelerator) friction)
_A ^ I^ = 20
Ac ^h 12 X 5.27 X 10-^
317 X 10^ = 317
1 + a2 = 1 + (.572)2 = 1.326
Vm -
53.345 X 580 = 10.65 ft^/li
9 8 X 20.3 X 144
AP r22.39 X 10 ^'l
3.6 X 10'
10.844
6.44 X 10 (20.6)(144)
[(1.326) ^ 9.924 _i
10.844








-12.6 10 + 8.7[(1.326)(-9.5xl0~2)]+[8.7]
(65.1 X 10-1
(20 6)(144) (7.574) = 16.95 x lo -^ = .01695 or 1.695% pressure drop
NET GAS PRESSURE DROP THROUGH INTERCOOLER: 20.6 psia x 1.695 x lo -2
= 34.9 X 10 ^ = .349 psia
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The General Electric gas turbine Model 5322 (B) has basic character-
istics as shown in Figures C.l and C.2 (60). It is an industrial heavy-
duty two-shaft marine engine with variable angle load turbine nozzles.
The gas tiirbine consists of a 16 -stage axial flow compressor, combustion
chamber and wrapper, and a single high pressure turbine coupled directly
to the compressor shaft. The high pressure turbine discharges into a
two-stage low pressure (load) turbine which is coupled directly to a con-
trollable and reversible propeller via a locked train reduction gear ar-
rangement. The load turbine has variable angle nozzles strator vanes each
of which passes through the casing and is connected via linkage to the
other nozzles—thus all can be rotated simultaneously. Rotating the vanes
to increase nozzle area drops the inlet pressure and decreases the energy
passed on to the load turbine, while closing the nozzle increases the
energy to the power turbine. The great advantage of the variable angle
nozzle for use aboard ships is the ability to keep firing temperature at
a maximum by automatically adjusting the variable nozzle to reduce air
flow. With a heat recovery steam generator placed after the gas turbine,
it is desirable to keep exhaust temperature high to gain maximum heat re-
covery. This can promote lower fuel consumption at off design power
levels. See Figure c.3 (60)
1. Compressor (24)
The compressor is a 16-stage axial flow design, with air flow
from inlet to discharge. Air is conipressed in small increments in the
space between the rotor and stator blades, that is, alternate rotating
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GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL M5322B *32550HP GAS TURBINE
ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
COMPRESSOR INLET TEMPERATURE 59 F (15 C)
COMPRESSOR INLET PRESSURE IU.7 PSIA (760 mm OF Hg)
FUEL
DESIGN OUTPUT HP
DESIGN HEAT RATE (LHV) BTU/HP HR
DESIGN FUEL CONSUMPTION (LHV) BTU/HR
RATIO HHV/LHV
DESIGN AIR FLOW 923,000 LBS/HR












1. ALTITUDE CORRECTION ON CURVE
||I8HAI(I6.
2. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CORRECTION
ON CURVE >»I8HA89I|.




I*" HjO EXH. -I.I +1.1
i(. FOR EACH ADDITIONAL ^ HjO
PRESSURE DROP INCREASE
EXHAUST TEMP BY 3°F.
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Fig\jre C.l General Electric Model 5322 (B)—Estimated Performance (60)
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GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL SERIES 5322B
EFFECT OF COMPRESSOR INLET TEMPERATURE ON
MAXIMUM OUTPUT, AIR FLOW, AND HEAT RATE AT
100% SPEED











and stationary airfoil shaped blades. See Figures C.4 and C.5 (24) (71). The
compressor from inlet to outlet has a pressure ratio of 8.2:1 at an RPM
of 5100 and a mass flow of 348.5 (full power supercharged).
The inlet casing is designed to guide inlet air from the intercooler
through a right-angled turn into the horizontal axial flow compressor. It
is made of nodular cast iron and carbon steel, and contains the forward
journal bearing (No. 1), high pressure Kingsbury thrust bearing, associ-
ated Ixibe oil connections, as well as inlet guide vanes. The main part of
the compressor casing is split horizontally and consists of a forward,
after and outlet sections. The forward compressor casing contains the
stator blading and rings for the first four compressor stages and bolts
directly onto the inlet casing. It also has the extraction belt from the
fifth stage used for air bleed during start-up and for sealing air when
the compressor is up to speed. The after compressor casing contains the
stator blades and ring assemblies for the middle six stages plus an elev-
enth stage extraction belt. The discharge casing of the compressor con-
tains the final six stator blades and the exit guide vanes. Exit guide
vanes help to convert the whirl velocity from the last compressor stage
into a pressure rise. The air then passes to an inner barrel of the dis-
charge casing which forms a circular diffuser and increases the pressure
with an attendent loss of velocity. From here the air goes directly into
the combustion wrapper. The discharge casing houses the after journal
bearing (No. 2) and well as labyrinth seals to minimize leakage.
The stator structure is configured such that at the compressor dis-
charge casing the casing itself branches into eight struts, located be-
tween combustion chambers
. These struts connect to the forward end of
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Conpressor rotor assMOly. (Typicai
1. Coupling flange
2. Thrust runner
3. Compressor rot or
4. Distance piece
5. Turbine rotor

















the turbine shell (casing) which extends downstream of the load turbine
nozzle. Starting at the load turbine bucket inlet, the exhaust frame
consists of a drum outside the exhaust diffuser, connected by six radial
struts to an inner drum. The inner drum connects to the outboard load
turbine bearing housing.
The compressor rotor consists of blade and wheel assemblies and two
stub shaft assemblies. The wheels are rabbeted and held together by bolts
arranged concentrically around the rotor axis . The bolt holes in the stub
shafts are countersunk to reduce windage loss. The forward stub shaft con-
tains the journal for the No. 1 bearing, the thrust runner for the high
pressure thrust bearing, the sealing surfaces for the bearing oil deflec-
tors, and the sealing surface for the compressor low-pressure air seal.
The forward end of the stub shaft is machined for attachment of the acces-
sory gear-to-compressor rotor flexible coupling. The aft stub shaft con-
tains the journal for the No. 2 bearing and the sealing surfaces for the
bearing oil deflectors. The forward end that bolts to the compressor rotor
also forms the sealing surface for the compressor high pressure air seal,
and the aft end is formed as a hollow cone , to which the first stage tur-
bine wheel is bolted.
The airfoil shaped blades of both the compressor rotor and stator have
dovetail shaped platforms by which they are retained in similarly shaped
grooves in the Stator blade rings and the compressor rotor wheels. The
blade rings also have dovetail shaped bases and are retained in similarly
shaped grooves in the casings. The blade ring segments are prevented from
rotating in the grooves by long locking keys which fit into grooves ma-
chined in the horizontal joint flanges of the casings. The dovetails of
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the rotor blades are peened in place.
2. Combustion System, Fuels and Fuel Treatment System (24)(70)
The combustion wrapper is a cylindrical fabrication split on the
horizontal centerline, enclosing the area containing the combustion cham-
bers and the transition pieces. The combustion chambers are in an annular
space formed by the outer wrapper ai:d an inner cylindrical wrapper sur-
rounding the compressor casings. The annular space is closed by a wall
containing openings for insertion of, and access to, the combustion cham-
bers which are closed by cylindrical cover plates. Figure C.6 (24 ) shows
the passage of air from the compressor to the combustion section. When
the air reaches the annular space a portion of that air enters the inner
cap and the combustion holes in the cap end of the lines--this is the pri-
mary combustion air. Another portion of the air enters the cooling louvers
which are distributed over the surface of the cap and liner. This air
serves to provide a film of relatively cool air along the inner surface of
the cap and liner and protects these surfaces from the high temperature
combustion gases by means of convection. The remainder of the air enters
the the large mixing holes and mixes with the combustion gases. The com-
bustion chambers consist of twelve 10-inch diameter chambers located a-
round the outside of the compressor housing and enclosed in the combustion
wrapper, as stated earlier. Fig. (C.7) (24) Fuel is introduced into the
primary zone of the liner by a fuel nozzle which protrudes through the in-
ner cap. The fuel nozzle gives support to the cap end of the liner and
centers it in the outer casing. Combustion of the fuel and air mixture is
initiated by spark plugs (two in number) located in separate chambers of
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Typical combustion chamber liner
(PP-06)




to the remainder of the combustion chambers. There are also two ultra-
violet flame detectors located in two separate combustion chambers which
are different from the chambers which house the spark plugs. An indica-
tion of loss of flame by one of the detectors will sound an alarm, while
a loss of flame indication to both detectors will shut the gas turbine
down. There are also flame sight ports in the covers to visually check
the combustion system. The hot gases pass through the chamber to the
transition piece, which serves to conduct theiii to the annular turbine noz-
zle. The transition pieces are bolted firmly to the first stage nozzle
ring by a single bracket so that the sides of the transition piece are
free to move relative to the turbine nozzle ring in order to accommodate
differential thermal expansion. Air seals are also used in the transition
piece to prevent excess leakage.
As presently configured, this gas turbine will use Navy Distillate as
the basic fuel as specified by the American Society for Testing and Materi-
als. Navy Distillate has properties and contents not yet fully determined
with regard to sodium and vanadium, and the 1.3 sulfur may present problems.
The latter is important because of the waste heat boiler, and "cold end cor-
rosion" may form as the sulphur combines with water vapor to form sulphuric
acid. From this list of specifications, the most important to the high
temperature, high performance are the vanadium and sodium contents. During
the combustion process, vanadium's corrosive action is the destruction of
the protective oxide layer that normally exists on the surface of heat re-
sistant alloys, thereby exposing the base metal to attack. Sodium is dan-
gerous insofar as it combines with sulfur to form sodium sulfate. When this
acts with catalytic agents such as chlorine or carbon, sodium sulfate
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attacks the metal grain boundaries. Often this attack takes place unde-
tected until the turbine blades break catastrophically . In the event that
these levels are too high, one may resort to the installation of the system
shown in Figures C.8 and C. 9 (72 ,73)which basically washes away sodium and
calcium (also harmful) and brings the fuel oil down to acceptable levels.
The vanadium may only be removed by chemical additives, usually magnesium
sulphate. The addition of this fuel treatment system would give the ship
the ability to burn residual fuels if distillate is not available. For
purposes of analysis, plant layout, and costing, the system has not been
included
, and fuel will be treated only with centrifugal purifier.
3. High and Low Pressure (Load) Turbines (Fig C. 10) (24)
The high pressure turbine rated speed is 5100 RPM and the load
turbine rated speed is M-,670, with capability of continuous operation at
up to 4900 RPM. The turbine section of the gas turbine unit is made up of
the following major component assemblies: the turbine shell, the exhaust
hood frame and the exhaust hood skin, which encase the turbine rotors and
serve as structural members of the unit assembly; the first and second
stage nozzle assemblies which form the stationary portion of the gas path
from the combustors to the exhaust hood and divide the energy of the com-
bustion gases between the two turbine rotor assemblies; the second stage
diaphragm assembly, which separates the first and second stages and pro-
vides the means of distributing cooling air to the inner faces of the tur-
bine wheels; and finally, the two turbine rotor assemblies, consisting of
high-pressure or first stage wheel and its buckets or blades which are
bolted to the compressor aft stub shaft to form a high-pressure rotor as-
















































































the power necessary for dividing the unit air compressor and the turbine
driven accessories. The second stage rotor provides power out to the re-
duction gear, shafting, and ultimately to the propeller. It has been mod-
ified from the normal machine due to larger power required. The stator
parts of the turbine section are split in half on the horizontal plane for
ease of disassembly and reassembly for maintenance of the machine.
The first stage nozzle consists of twelve precision-cast segments.
Each segment contains three vanes. Trailing edge cooling .is obtained by
compressor discharge air that passes in the vane core and then through
holes onto the vane pressure surface immediately upstream of the trailing
edge. All three stages utilize precision cast, long shank buckets. The
long shank feature shields the wheel rim and bucket root fastening from the
high temperature in the main gas stream, and adds vibration damping. The
first stage bucket vane is hollowed out to reduce the centrifugal load and
also to reduce transient thermal stresses. The second and third stage
buckets use a tip shroud to provide vibration damping and to mount seal
teeth that reduce the tip leakage flow.
The second stage nozzle consists of 32 precision cast nozzle vanes
mounted on shafts that extend radially through the turbine casing. Each
shaft carries a lever arm that connects to the control ring which rotates
around the casing to vary the nozzle throat area. The control ring is ac-
tuated by a hydraulic cylinder operated through the control system.
The exhaust hood assembly receives the exhaust gases from the turbine
and directs them to the exhaust duct. Essentially, the exhaust hood as-
sembly consists of the fabricated exhaust hood frame and the sheet metal
exhaust hood skin. The exhaust hood frame consists of an outer barrel
which is bolted to the after vertical flange of the turbine shell. An
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annular exhaust diffuser is located between the inner and outer barrels.
Turning vanes are located at the end of the diffuser to turn the gases
radially outward.
Marinized General Electric gas turbines seem suited to operate in a
marine environment. The inlet guide vanes of 316 L (Low Carbon) Stainless
steel were first used in 1961. All 75 units that have operated in a salt
air environment have had no failures with them as opposed to the 304 series
stainless steel which preceeded them. The turbine wheels are made of A286
high nickel content austenitic alloy with good fracture toughness, no low
temperature ductility problem and very resistant to corrosion.
4. Auxiliary Systems
a. Bearings, Lubrication System, and Cooling Water System--
There are four gas turbine unit main bearings numbered 1-4 start-
ing at the compressor end. All main turbine bearings are pressure liobri-
cated by lube oil supplied from the turbine l\ibe oil header. Branch lines
carry the oil from the header to inlet ports located on the unit near the
bearing to which the oil is supplied. Each bearing housing contains a pas-
sage which admits the lubricating oil from the feed line into an annulus
around the bearing liner. From the liner, the oil goes directly to the
journal and then drains back to the lube oil tank. There are also oil
slingers which consist of steps in the shaft, on either side of the journal,
that sling oil radially outward into the bearing cavity. Oil on the surface
of the shaft which passes by the slingers is prevented from escaping by the
oil seals, which are essentially labyrinth packings of oil deflectors. Pres-
sure sealing air is admitted to these seals to minimize leakage of oil. (See
Figure C. 11) (24.)
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1. No. 3 bearing
2. High pressure (first stage) turbine
3. Diaphragm
4. Low pressure (second stage) turbine
5. Air seal
6- Oil deflector and air seal
7. First stage nozzle
8- Second stage nozzle




The lube oil system in general consists of a closed forced feed system
including pumps, coolers, filters, valves and miscellaneous control and pro-
tective devices. The lube oil system and lube oil tank are integral parts
of the gas turbine system. Taking suction on the 1700 gallon lube oil sump
are three lube oil pumps: 1) main pump, driven by the accessory gear, 2)
auxiliary pump, driven vertical a-c motor, and 3) an emergency pump driven
by a vertical d-c motor. Lube oil coolers are installed in the lube oil
tank with water supplied by the ship's cooling water system. A regulating
valve opens and closes depending upon the oil temperature in the liibe oil
header, which attempts to maintain the oil temperature at 130° F.
b. Starting System, Turning Gear and Shaft Brake— •
The gas turbine is started by a 300 horsepower, 3500 RPM induction
motor in conjunction with a "twin disc" torque converter and step-up gear.
The gear and torque converter are integral with the motor and connected to
the gas turbine by a jaw clutch through the accessory gear. The motor will
be supplied with power from the lOOOKW diesel generator during inport peri-
ods, or whenever the main turbine is secured.
The propulsion shaft turning gear is mounted directly to the double
reduction gear. It consists of a 15 horsepower reversible motor, operating
on 440 volts, three phase, 60 cycle power. This will turn the propeller
shaft approximately one revolution in ten minutes.
Since this gas turbine plant has an independent load turbine and a
mechanical dr^ive type of transmission, there will be sufficient torque at
idle conditions to rotate the propeller. A shaft brake can be used to pre-
vent the lineshaft from rotation. The brake is of the disc clamp type,
hydraulically operated and mounted near the reduction gear. It will be
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designed to absorb the kinetic energy of the propeller (neutral pitch),
liv^ shaftinfT^ main reduction gear and the power turbine with the ship
dead in the water and with the gas turbine at idle fuel setting. Ten
separate braking pads, mounted on a horseshoe-shaped bracket, are hy-
draulically operated and clamped to a rotating brake disc to produce
braking action. No lubrication or cooling system is required, as heat is
dissipated by radiation. The hydraulic pressure comes from the main C S
RP propeller servo pump.
c. Base, Supports and Shock Requirements
—
The gas turbine is mounted on a structural steel base. Fabricated as
an integral part of the base is the oil tank which contains the lube oil
supply for the gas turbine. On the aft end of the base is an oil sump,
which receives oil from the No. 3 and 4 bearings. The oil sump is con-
nected to the oil tank by an oil channel which is fabricated along the web
of one of the longitudinal I-beam members of the structural steel base.
Finished pads are provided on the bottom of the base to facilitate the
mounting of the unit on the foundation sole plates.
The gas turbine supports consist of a flex plate just aft of the inlet
hood, bolted to the inlet casing and welded to the base, with a similar
flex plate at the aft end. The flex plates are rigid laterally to keep
athwartship alignment, but are flexible axially to allow for thermal ex-
pansion. The aft flex plate can be shimmed if required to align the unit
to the load gear. A jacking pad is provided under the turbine shell to
support the unit during disassembly, or removal of the load turbine.
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APPENDIX D. LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND SPECIFICATIONS (24)
D.l MAIN AND AUXILIARY MACHINERY
Item
No. Item




General Electric Model 5322 B
single cycle, two shaft gas
turbines. Complete with electric
motor starters, unit base
mounted and arranged for verti-







2 Sets Speedtronic Governing and
Temperature Control Systems.
2 Sets Protection System consisting
of overtemperature , overspeed,
flame detectors, vibration
detectors and alarm and. trips.
2 Sets Sequential System to provide
logic functions required for
start-up , running and shut-
down.
2 Sets Power Supply Systems




b. 125 volt, dc power from
ship's batteries - ac













a. Air inlet house-weather pro-
tected, complete with demistors.
b. Inlet silencer assembly with 8-
foot (2.4M- meter) length of
silencing section.
c. Transition duct between silencer
and compressor.
d. Dynavane-type separator after
intercooler
.
e. Inlet ducts between silencer
and filter house.
3. Exhaust System Equipment includes
a. Exhaust transition duct between
HRSG and turbine.
b. Expansion joint.
c. 10' X 10' HRSG bypass duct
with butterfly damper.





12-stage impulse, single casing.
Marine-type, for steam conditions
of 450 psig, 750° F. , 2" hg Abs.
Full power steam rate of 6.95 lb/
shp-hr rated hp (7750) at U950 rpm.
Marine type, articulated, double
reduction gear. Single pinion in-
put, single output, rated 50, 200
shp and 33.4:1 reduction ratio to
140 prpm. Complete with turning
gear and shaft lock.
Two-stage axial flow, maximum
pressure ratio 1.4:1, 4950 rpm at





Capable of absorbing 50,200 shp, 140
rpm, 4-bladed, 22.3 ft. dia. , P/D










Unfired type to operate on gas turbine
exhaust gas. Rated 1,253,000 Ib/hr at
475 psig, 750" F. at non-return valve.
Also recirculates 96,000 Ib/hr heating
water from the economizer and 15,000




10 . Condensate Pumps
11. Inter cooler
12. Boiler Feed Pumps
13. Lube Oil System
14. Shaft Brake
15. Auxiliary Boiler
Scoop salt water circulated, single
pass, straight tube type. To condense
117,000 Ib/hr of 90% quality steam at
2" Hg. Abs. 14,500 GPM, total cooling
surface 4000 ft2 (See Table 3.7 and
Appendix A. 5)
Motor-driven rated 25 shp, 440V, 3-
phase, 60 Hz. Capacity 400 gpm at
feedwater temperature of 101° F. Total
discharge pressure 60 psig.
Scoop circulated, single pass continu-
ous finned tube, air flow rate of
1,277,000 Ib/hr, water flow rate 5,000
GPM, effectiveness, .95, maximum gas
pressure drop .349 psia.
Steam driven, rated 144.5 shp, with
lube oil System. Capacity 500 gpm at
temperature of 105° F, to total dis-
charge of 700 psig. Sized for- 100%
capacity
.
Complete with pumps, valves, strainers
and piping. To provide lube services
to gas turbine, supercharger steam
turbine and reduction gear. Mounted
and packaged on separate skid.
Disc clamp type, hydraulically actu-
ated. Braking pads, mounted on a
horseshoe-shaped bracket clamp to a
rotating disc for braking. No lubri-
cation or cooling system required.
Drum pressxxre 135 psig, 30,000 Ibs/hr
welded wall construction (see Table







16 . Cooling Water Pumps
Description
Motor-driven, rated 78 shp , 440V, 3-
phase, 60 Hz, sized at 60% capacity
for 5 820 gpm of cooling water at a
total discharge head of 40 feet.
17. Vacuum Pumps Motor-driven 20 HP, 1170 RPM , Nash




19. Motor Group Control 2
1500KW rated, 450V, 3-phase, 60 Hz,
0.8 p.f., steam conditions 450 psig
2" Hg. Abs. Base mounted, complete
with li±>rication system.
Grouped motor-starters for gas tur-
bine auxiliaries. Drip-proof fully
gasketed with pan-type dripshield.
20 . Main and Emergency
Switchboards 1 Set Drip-proof enclosure for distribution










Distillate oil fuel system with high
pressure air atomizing including:
(2) Fuel oil inlet pressure gauges--
line mounted.
(2) Fuel oil pressure gauges.
(2) Fuel oil stop valves.
(2) Shaft-driven, variable dis-
placement fuel oil pump hydrau-
lically actuated.
(2) Sets of fuel nozzles.
(2) Fuel oil flow dividers.
(2) Fuel oil filters ahead of stop
valves
.
(2) Fue.l oil filters ahead of flow
dividers
.
(2) Atomizing air compressor, shaft
-
driven.








No. Item Ship Description
information display, monitor and
alarm for continuous automatic sur-
veillance of operating conditions.
Program controls, sub-loop controls,
data logger (optional), bell log-
ger, start-stop of gas turbine,
engine order telegraph, phone,
throttle control, sensors and
instruments
.
(1) Bridge Operating Consoles with
throttle control, engine order




APPENDIX E. PROPOSED PLANT LAYOUT FOR AOE-1 CLASS
INCLUDING MACHINERY SIZE AND WEIGHTS
TABLE E.1- -WEIGHTS OF MAJOR COMPONENTS (PER ENGINE ROOM) (24) (42)
1. MS 5322 Gas Turbine and Accessories 235,000 lbs.
2. Supercharger Compressor and Steam Turbine 85,000 lbs.
3. Intercooler 48,000 lbs.
4. Main Condenser 28,000 lbs.
5. Main Reduction Gear 247,000 lbs.
5. Controllable and Reversible Pitch Propeller 135,700 lbs.
7. Heat Recover Steam Generator (Wet) 210,000 lbs.
8. 1500 KW Turbogenerators (2) 60,000 lbs.
9. Main Feed Pumps (2) 14,000 lbs.
10. Main Condensate Pumps (2) 6,000 lbs.
11. Vacuum Pumps (2) 8,200 lbs.
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Figure E.4 Upper Level—No. 1 Engine Room
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APPENDIX F--SUGGESTED MANNING SCHEDULE
1. Introduction
A manning schedule is proposed as a possible example of what the AOE-1
Class of ship would require with this type of power plant. While gas tur-
bine manufacturers in general indicate that gas turbine plants may be wm
with essentially unmanned spaces, for practical purposes, the Navy would
be reluctant to do this , as the mission of a Navy ship is different than
that of a merchant ship. Additionally, as stated before, most of the large
maintenance (up to but not including compressor reblading) would be done by
Navy personnel, thus there is needed a large reserve of talent aboard ship.
These men can man the main spaces curing General Quarters and Underway Re-
plenishment, which is the primary function of this ship.
Two schedules are shown for op jration of this plant. One shows the
basic propulsion personnel who would be assigned to the ship, the other is
a sample breakdown of the normal cr-dsing watch, which would allow four or
five sections. In all cases, control is generally expected to remain with
the bridge console. Telephone communication would be continuous between
the pilot house operator and the 'top watch* in No. 1 engine room, commonly
called main control. The number of personnel in the engine rooms would re-




a. Propulsion System Personnel
LOCATION
Number 6 Sea Details S
Grade General Quarters U/W Replenishment Cruise







General Quarters U/W Replenishinent Cruise
1-LT Main Propulsion




















No. 1 Engine Room No. 1 Engine Room
Damage Control Central
No. 1 Engine Room No. 1 Engine Room
No. 2 Engine Room No. 2 Engine Room
No. 1 Engine Room No. 1 Engine Room
Bridge Console
No,. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms
Bridge Console


























No. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms
No. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms
No. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms
No. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms
No. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms








No. 2 Switchboard No. 2 Switchboard Swbd,
l-E-5 Internal Comm.
Technician





Fireman No. 1, No. 2
Engine Rooms




b. Underway Cruising Condition --Personnel per Engine Room
1 - Engineering Officer of the Watch (EOOW) (Main control only)
1 - Engineman First Class (Top Watch)
1 - Engineman, Machinist's Mate or
Boilerman Second Class (Controls)
1 - Electrician or Internal Communications
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